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The growing demand for faster connection to the Internet service and wireless 

multimedia applications has motivated the development of broadband wireless access 

technologies in recent years. WiMAX has enabled convergence of mobile and fixed 

broadband networks through a common wide-area radio-access technology and flexible 

network architecture. Scheduling is a fundamental component in resource management in 

WiMAX networks and plays the main role in meeting QoS requirements such as delay, 

throughput and packet loss for different classes of service. 

In this dissertation work, the performance of uplink schedulers at the fixed 

WiMAX MAC layer has been considered, we proposed an Adaptive Hierarchical 

Weighted Fair Queuing Scheduling algorithm, the new scheduling algorithm adapts to 

changes in traffic, at the same time; it is able to heuristically enhance the performance of 

WiMAX network under most circumstances. The heuristic nature of this scheduling 

algorithm enables the MAC layer to meet the QoS requirements of the users. 
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The performance of this adaptive WiMAX Uplink algorithm has been evaluated 

by simulation using MATLAB. Results indicate that the algorithm is efficient in 

scheduling the Base Stations’ traffic loads, and improves QoS. The utilization of relay 

stations is studied and simulation results are compared with the case without using relay 

stations. The results show that the proposed scheduling algorithm improves Quality of 

Service of WiMAX system. 
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CHAPTER 1. Introduction  

The IEEE 802.16 is a development suite of standards for point to multipoint 

broadband wireless access. The 802.16e amendment to the 802.16-2004 specification 

enables support for combined fixed and mobile operation for frequencies below 11 GHz. 

IEEE 802.16 is likely to appear as outstanding technology for broadband wireless access 

offering integrated voice, video, and data services. The technology is likely to be 

considered in a variety of deployment scenarios, such as standalone IP core based 

networks and as a data overlay over existing broadband and cellular networks [1]. 

The IEEE 802.16 suite of standards defines within its scope four physical layers 

(PHY), any of which can be used with the media access control (MAC) layer to develop a 

broadband wireless system. The PHY layers defined in IEEE 802.16 are; [2, 3] 

 WirelessMAN SC, the standard for Wireless Metropolitan Area Networks 

(WirelessMAN) for a single-carrier (SC) PHY layer intended for frequencies 

beyond 11GHz requiring a line of sight (LOS) condition. This PHY layer is 

part of the original 802.16 specifications. 

 WirelessMAN SCa, the standard for WirelessMAN SC PHY for frequencies 

between 2GHz and 11GHz for point to multipoint operations.  

 WirelessMAN OFDM, the standard for 256-point FFT-based Orthogonal 

frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) PHY layer for point to multipoint 

operations in non-line of sight (NLOS) conditions at frequencies between 
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2GHz and 11GHz. This PHY layer, finalized in the IEEE 802.16-2004 

Specifications, has been accepted by WiMAX for fixed operations and is often 

referred to as fixed WiMAX. 

 WirelessMAN OFDMA, the standard for 2,048-point FFT-based Orthogonal 

Frequency-Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) PHY for point to multipoint 

operations in NLOS conditions at frequencies between 2GHz and 11GHz. In 

the IEEE 802.16e-2005 specifications, this PHY layer has been modified to 

SOFDMA (scalable OFDMA), where the FFT size is variable and can take 

any one of the following values: 128, 512, 1,024, and 2,048. The variable FFT 

size allows for optimum operation/implementation of the system over a wide 

range of channel bandwidths and radio conditions. This PHY layer has been 

accepted by WiMAX for mobile and portable operations and is also referred 

to as mobile WiMAX. 

We focus on scheduling problems over an OFDMA PHY. The scheduling 

problem is to allocate time slots on a subset of the sub-channels available (frequency 

resource) to meet the client’s demands and maximize system throughput. Allocations are 

made on a user basis. The time interval T, over which these demands must be satisfied, 

can be equal to the frame duration TF or some other value, and can be interpreted as a 

time horizon over which the Quality of Service (QoS) requirements must be met. For 

example, if the channel conditions are quickly changing, then T can be assumed to be a 

small value, of the order of a few frame times. However, if the channel conditions are 

slowly varying, T can be a larger value. Practically, however, it is more likely that the 

former case will be encountered [1].  
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The frame structure typically used in IEEE 802.16–based wireless systems is 

presented in Figure  1-1 reproduced from [1]. The initial portion of the frame (control) 

consists of the downlink (DL) map and the uplink (UL) map. These specify information 

about the allocations made for each client on the uplink/downlink. Broadly speaking, 

these maps contain information about which sub-channels and time slots are allocated to 

a given user in a given frame. The downlink portion of the frame is followed by the 

uplink portion. The horizontal axis denotes time and the vertical denotes sub-channels 

used in OFDMA, i.e. the vertical axis denotes frequency [1, 4]. 

 

1.1. Scheduling Problem Formulation 

1. The scheduling problem (resource allocation) can be formulated as a linear 

programming (LP) problem in the absence of the power allocation considerations. 

The objective of the formulation is to maximize the sum throughput across all users 

so that the demand for each user is satisfied. 

Figure  1-1: Typical frame structure in IEEE 802.16-based wireless system 
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There are two versions of the resource allocation problem, one where the time 

axis is continuous and another where the time axis is divided into slots as shown in 

Figure  1-2 reproduced from [1]. The resource allocation problem reduces the allocation 

of each of these slots to individual stations to achieve certain objectives. In the 

continuous relaxation, the resource allocation problem is to allocate time chunks to users 

across the available subcarriers to satisfy demand and maximize throughput. 

 

This optimization problem is NP-hard where slots on each channel must be 

assigned to clients (a slot can be assigned only to a single client) so that the demands are 

satisfied and throughput is maximized. 

1.2. Approaches to Scheduling Problems 

Given a scheduling problem we first need to determine its complexity status. This 

is done either by designing a polynomial-time algorithm for its solution or by proving 

that the problem is NP-hard. Many scheduling problems turn out to be NP-hard. As a 

Figure  1-2: Representation of time and frequency resources 
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consequence, it is unlikely that those problems can be solved efficiently, i.e. by 

polynomial time algorithms. In order to find a good solution within an acceptable amount 

of time, two types of algorithms can be developed, the first type is approximation 

algorithms, and the second is the heuristic algorithms. An algorithm is called an 

approximation algorithm if it is possible to establish analytically how close the generated 

solution is to the optimum (either in the worst-case or on average). The performance of a 

heuristic algorithm is usually analyzed experimentally, through a number of runs using 

either generated instances or through known benchmark instances. Heuristic algorithms 

can be very simple but still effective [6, 7]. 

1.3. Quality of Service 

QoS refers to meeting certain requirements, throughput, packet error rate, delay, 

and jitter. Broadband wireless networks must support a variety of applications, such as 

voice, data, video, and multimedia, and each of these has different traffic patterns and 

QoS requirements. Effective scheduling algorithms that balance the QoS requirements of 

each application and user with the available radio resources need to be developed. In 

other words, resources need to be allocated in the right proportions among users and 

applications at the right time [2, 8]. 

To support a wide variety of applications, WiMAX defines five scheduling 

services that should be supported by the base station [9, 10]:  

 Unsolicited grant services (UGS): This is designed to support fixed-size data 

packets at a constant bit rate (CBR). Example of applications that may use this 

service is VoIP without silence suppression. The mandatory service flow 
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parameters that define this service are the maximum sustained traffic rate, 

maximum latency, tolerated jitter, and request/transmission policy.  

 Real-time polling services (rtPS): This service is designed to support real-time 

service flows, such as MPEG video, that generate variable-size data packets 

on a periodic basis. The mandatory service flow parameters that define this 

service are minimum reserved traffic rate, maximum sustained traffic rate, 

maximum latency, and request/transmission policy.  

 Non-real-time polling service (nrtPS): This service is designed to support 

delay tolerant data streams, such as an FTP that requires variable-size data 

grants at a minimum guaranteed rate. The mandatory service flow parameters 

to define this service are minimum reserved traffic rate, maximum sustained 

traffic rate, traffic prioritization, and request/transmission policy. 

 Best-effort (BE) service: This service is designed to support data streams, 

such as Web browsing, that do not require a minimum service-level guarantee. 

The mandatory service flow parameters to define this service are the 

maximum sustained traffic rate, traffic prioritization, and request/transmission 

policy.  

 Extended real-time variable rate (ERT-VR) service: This service is designed 

to support real-time applications, such as VoIP with silence suppression, that 

have variable data rates but require guaranteed data rate and delay. This 

service is defined only in IEEE 802.16e- 2005, not in IEEE 802.16-2004. This 

is also referred to as extended real-time polling service (ErtPS). 
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1.4. Scheduling Algorithms 

The IEEE 802.16 standard does not specify the scheduling algorithm to be used. 

Vendors and operators have the choice among many existing scheduling techniques, or 

they can develop their own scheduling algorithms. Some of these algorithms are Strict-

Priority, Round-Robin, Weighted Round-Robin, Earliest Deadline First, and Weighted 

Fair Queuing. These legacy scheduling algorithms attempt to address issues such as 

providing QoS, flow isolation and fairness. The algorithms were originally proposed for 

wired networks, but are used in WiMAX, principally to satisfy QoS requirements of the 

five traffic scheduling services [11]. 

1.4.1. Strict-Priority 

In Strict-Priority algorithm, packets are first classified by the scheduler according 

to the QoS class and then placed into different priority queues. It services the highest 

priority queue until it is empty, and then moves to the next highest priority queue, Figure 

 1-3 reproduced from [11]. The Strict-Priority scheduler offers the ability to guarantee the 

minimum delay to applications in the highest priority queue and cause bandwidth to be 

starved for low priority traffic types. That is, the higher priority traffic had a higher 

throughput and lower priority traffic had low throughput [12, 13]. 

Benefits: 

• For software-based routers, it places a relatively low computational load 

on the system when compared with more elaborate queuing disciplines. 

• It allows routers to organize buffered packets, and then service one class 

of traffic differently from other classes of traffic. For example, you can set priorities so 
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that real-time applications, such as interactive voice and video, get priority over 

applications that do not operate in real time. 

 

Limitations: 

 If the amount of high-priority traffic is not policed or conditioned at the edges 

of the network, lower-priority traffic may experience excessive delay as it 

waits for unbounded higher-priority traffic to be serviced. 

 If the volume of higher-priority traffic becomes excessive, lower-priority 

traffic can be dropped as the buffer space allocated to low-priority queues start 

to overflow. If this occurs, it is possible that the combination of packet 

dropping, increased latency, and packet retransmission by host systems can 

ultimately lead to complete resource starvation for lower-priority traffic. 

Strict-priority can create a network environment where a reduction in the 

quality of service delivered to the highest-priority service is delayed until the 

entire network is devoted to processing only the highest-priority service class. 

Figure  1-3: Strict-Priority scheduling algorithm 
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 A misbehaving high-priority flow can add significantly to the amount of delay 

and jitter experienced by other high-priority flows sharing the same queue. 

 Strict-Priority is not a solution to overcome the limitation of first input first 

output (FIFO) queuing where User Datagram Protocol (UDP) flows are 

favored over Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) flows during periods of 

congestion. If you attempt to use Strict-Priority to place TCP flows into a 

higher-priority queue than UDP flows, TCP window management and flow 

control mechanisms will attempt to consume all of the available bandwidth on 

the output port, thus starving your lower-priority UDP flows [11].  

1.4.2. Round-Robin 

The Round Robin scheduler, also called cyclic scheduler, equitably distributes the 

channel resources to the multiplexed packet data calls. It serves each priority queue, 

starting with the highest priority queue that contains packets, services a single packet, and 

moves to the next lower priority queue that contains packets, servicing a single packet 

from each, until each queue with packets has been serviced once. It then starts the cycle 

over with the highest priority queue containing packets. This technique is suitable if the 

subscribers have the same traffic and radio characteristics. Therefore, when all the 

subscribers use the same traffic pattern, they need the same resources and then the 

Round-Robin scheduler is suitable in these conditions. Nevertheless, these conditions are 

generally not applicable in a WiMAX context [14, 15].  

The Round-Robin algorithm is very simple and it fairly assigns allocation one by 

one to all connections. With packet-based allocation, stations with larger packets have an 
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unfair advantage. Moreover, Round-Robin may be non-work conserving in the sense that 

the allocation is still made for connections that may have nothing to transmit. Round-

Robin cannot assure QoS for different service classes [16].  

1.4.3. Weighted Round Robin (WRR) 

The weighted Round-Robin scheduler is an extension of Round-Robin scheduler 

based on the static weight. Packets are first classified into various service classes and 

then assigned a queue that can be assigned a different percentage of bandwidth and is 

serviced in Round-Robin order. The algorithm is executed at the beginning of every 

frame at the Base Station. At the start of a frame, the WRR algorithm determines the 

allocation of bandwidth among the subscribers based on their weights. A critical portion 

of the WRR scheme is assigning weights to each subscriber. The weights are assigned to 

reflect the relative priority and QoS requirements of the subscribers. Since minimum 

reserved traffic rate (MRTR) is one of the parameters specified by a subscriber that 

reflect its QoS requirements, the algorithm assigns weight to each subscriber with respect 

to its MRTR as follows: 

          ∑     

 

   

 (1.1) 

 Where,    weight of subscriber i.   

 n = number of subscribers.  

The advantage of WRR, Figure  1-4 reproduced from [11] is that it ensures that all 

service classes have access to at least some configured amount of network bandwidth to 
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avoid bandwidth starvation. WRR scheduling offers each queue the capability to transmit 

packets eliminating queue starvation, but lacks a strict priority queue, which may cause 

voice quality issues with voice-media traffic due to added delay [12].  

 

Benefits: 

 WRR queuing can be implemented in hardware, so it can be applied to high-

speed interfaces in both the core and at the edges of the network. 

 WRR queuing provides coarse control over the percentage of output port 

bandwidth allocated to each service class.  

 WRR queuing ensures that all service classes have access to at least some 

configured amount of network bandwidth to avoid bandwidth starvation.  

 WRR queuing provides an efficient mechanism to support the delivery of 

differentiated service classes to a reasonable number of highly aggregated 

traffic flows.  

Figure  1-4: WRR scheduling 
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 Classification of traffic by service class provides more equitable management 

and more stability for network applications than the use of priorities or 

preferences. For example, if you assign real-time traffic strict priority over 

file-transfer traffic, then an excessive amount of real-time traffic can eliminate 

all files-transfer traffic from your network. WRR queuing is based on the 

belief that resource reduction is a better mechanism to control congestion than 

resource denial. Resource denial not only blocks all traffic from lower-priority 

service classes, but also obstructs all signaling regarding the denial of 

resources. As a result, TCP applications and externally clocked UDP 

applications are unable to correctly adapt their transmission rates to respond to 

the denial of network resources. 

Limitations: 

The primary limitation of weighted round-robin queuing is that it provides the 

correct percentage of bandwidth to each service class only if all of the packets in all of 

the queues are the same size or when the mean packet size is known in advance. For 

example, assume that you are using WRR to service four queues that are assigned the 

following percentages of output port bandwidth: queue 1 is allocated 40 percent, queue 2 

is allocated 30 percent, queue 3 is allocated 20 percent, and queue 4 is allocated 10 

percent. Assume also that all of the packets in all of the queues are 100 bytes, Figure  1-5 

reproduced from [11]. At the end of a single service round, first queue transmits 4 

packets (400 bytes), the second queue transmits 3 packets (300 bytes), the third queue 

transmits 2 packets (200 bytes), and the forth queue transmits one packet (100 bytes). 

Since a total of 1000 bytes is transmitted during the service round, queue 1 receives 40 
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percent of the bandwidth, queue 2 receives 30 percent of the bandwidth, queue 3 receives 

20 percent of the bandwidth, and queue 4 receives 10 percent of the bandwidth. In this 

example, WRR queuing provides a perfect distribution of output port bandwidth. This 

behavior is similar to what you would expect to find in a fixed-length, cell-based ATM 

network, because all packets are the same size.   

 

 

However, if one service class contains a larger average packet size than another 

service class, the service class with the largest average packet size obtains more than its 

configured share of output port bandwidth. Assume that the WRR scheduler is configured 

exactly as in the previous example. However, all of the packets in queue 1 have an 

average size of 100 bytes, all of the packets in queue 2 have an average size of 200 bytes, 

all of the packets in queue 3 have an average packet size of 300 bytes, and all of the 

packets in queue 4 have an average packet size of 400 bytes, Figure  1-6 reproduced from 

[11]. Assuming these average packet sizes, at the end of a single service round, queue 1 

transmits 4 packets (400 bytes), the queue 2 transmits 3 packets (600 bytes), the queue 3 

transmits 2 packets (600 bytes), and queue 4 transmits 1 packet (400 bytes). Since a total 

Figure  1-5: WRR queuing is fair with fixed-length packets 
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of 2000 bytes is transmitted during the service round, queue 1 receives 20 percent of the 

bandwidth, queue 2 receives 30 percent of the bandwidth, queue 3 receives 30 percent of 

the bandwidth, and queue 4 receives 20 percent of the bandwidth. When faced with 

variable length packets, WRR queuing does not support the configured distribution of 

output port bandwidth. 

 

1.4.4. Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) 

Weighted Fair Queuing is an approximation of General Processor Sharing (GPS). 

It acts very similar to the Weighted Round-Robin scheduler, but it has more variation in 

distributing the bandwidth among the traffic types. WFQ assigns a weight to each 

subscriber the same way as Weighted Round-Robin, but the argument used to make a 

scheduling decision is the finish number, an estimation of the time at which each 

individual packet will finish the service, Figure  1-7 reproduced from [11]. The estimate 

of the finish number is calculated by considering the packet size and the channel capacity 

when allocating bandwidth to the subscribers. Once the weight is assigned, arriving 

packets of the subscriber are stamped with virtual finish time as follows [17, 18]: 

Figure  1-6: WRR queuing is Unfair with variable-length packets 
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     (  

     (  
 )) (1.2) 

   
     

     
     (1.3) 

 Where,   
  is the start time of      packet of subscriber i;  

   
    is the Finish time of          packet of subscriber i;  

     
   is the Virtual time of      packet of subscriber i;  

   
  arrival time of      packet of subscriber i;  

   
  is the Finish time of      packet of subscriber i;  

   
  is the Length of     packet of subscriber i;  

    is the reserved rate of subscriber i, where         ;  

    is the weight assigned to subscriber i;  

 

 

Figure  1-7: WFQ service according to finish time 
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The complexity of WFQ is high due to two main reasons: selection of the next 

queue to serve and computation of the virtual time. The transmission of a packet will 

trigger an update to the virtual time of its subscriber. Since the scheduling algorithm is 

implemented at the Base Station, the virtual time will be updated once a packet has been 

selected for transmission. For a time interval, the virtual time V (t) is updated as follows: 

  (      )   (    )   
 

∑       

 
(1.4) 

 Where                     

    is the set of busy subscribers  

The advantage of WFQ is that it gives each flow different weight to have different 

bandwidth percentage in a way that preventing monopolization of the bandwidth by some 

flows providing fair scheduling for the different flows supporting variable length packets, 

the main disadvantage is its complexity [12]. 

 

Benefits: 

 WFQ provides protection for each service class by ensuring a minimum level 

of output port bandwidth independent of the behavior of other service classes. 

 When combined with traffic conditioning at the edges of a network, WFQ 

guarantees a weighted fair share of output port bandwidth to each service class 

with a bounded delay. 
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Limitations: 

 Vendor implementations of WFQ are implemented in software, not hardware. 

This limits the application of WFQ to low-speed interfaces at the edges of the 

network. 

 Highly aggregated service classes means that a misbehaving flow within the 

service class can impact the performance of other flows within the same 

service class.  

 WFQ implements a complex algorithm that requires the maintenance of a 

significant amount of pre-service class state and iterative scans of state on 

each packet arrival and departure.  

 Computational complexity impacts the scalability of WFQ when attempting to 

support a large number of service classes on high-speed interfaces.  

 On high-speed interfaces, minimizing delay to the granularity of a single 

packet transmission may not be worth the computational expense if you 

consider the insignificant amount of serialization delay introduced by high-

speed links and the lower computational requirements of another queue 

scheduling discipline.  

 Finally, even though the guaranteed delay bounds supported by WFQ may be 

better than for other queue scheduling disciplines, the delay bounds can still 

be quite large.  
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1.4.5. Earliest Deadline First (EDF) 

Earliest Deadline First (EDF) is one the most widely used scheduling algorithms 

for real-time applications as it selects subscribers based on their delay requirements. The 

algorithm assigns a deadline to arriving packets of a subscriber. Since each subscriber 

specifies a value for the maximum latency parameter, the arrival time of a packet adds to 

the latency to form the tag of the packet. The value of maximum latency for subscribers 

of the nrtPS and BE classes is set to infinity. 

The EDF algorithm is suitable for subscribers belonging to the UGS and rtPS 

scheduling services, since subscribers in this class have strict delay requirements. On the 

other hand, subscribers belonging to the nrtPS or BE class do not have a delay 

requirement, the EDF algorithm will schedule packets from these subscribers only if 

there are no packets from subscribers of UGS or rtPS class. With a large number of 

subscribers from the UGS or rtPS class, subscribers from the nrtPS or BE class can 

potentially starve. 

 Benefits: 

 There is no need to define priorities 

 Optimality of EDF where we can fully utilize the bandwidth with minimum 

idle times.  

Limitations: 

 EDF is less predictable, where the service time is variable. 

 EDF is less controllable; if we want to reduce the response time of a service 

we cannot do anything. 
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 Implementation is very complex. 

1.5. Statement of the Research Problem 

Since the wireless networks are becoming an essential part of the Internet, 

multimedia communication applications require the network to provide quality of service 

for packet flows. In order to provide QoS support and efficient use of system resources in 

WiMAX networks an intelligent scheduling algorithm is needed. In wired networks, 

Fluid Fair Queuing has been a popular algorithm to provide fairness among packet flows 

over a shared link and a number of approximation algorithms have been proposed such as 

Weighted fair Queuing,  Self-Clocked Fair Queueing and Worst-case Fair Weighted Fair 

Queueing. These algorithms are for wired networks and cannot be applied directly to 

wireless networks because a wireless channel experiences location dependent and burst 

channel errors. For example Weighted round Robin scheduling algorithm will not provide 

good performance in the presence of variable size packets, and when using Weighted Fair 

Queuing scheduling algorithm, a misbehaving flow within the service class can impact 

the performance of other flows within the same service class. 

The challenges in WiMAX scheduling algorithms are: the Quality of wireless 

channel is typically different for different users and randomly changes with time, the 

wireless bandwidth is usually a scarce resource that needs to be used efficiently, and 

surplus amount of interference and higher error rates are typical. 

As a solution of the problem and to meet the IEEE standard QoS aspects, and to 

manage and maximize the utilization of the bandwidth. This research proposed an 

Adaptive Hierarchical Weighted Fair Queuing Scheduling algorithm, which adapts to 
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changes in traffic, at the same time; it is able to heuristically enhance the performance of 

WiMAX network under most circumstances. 

1.6. Contributions 

The outcomes from this study make several contributions; 

• An Adaptive Hierarchical Weighted Fair Queuing scheduling algorithm is 

proposed; it meets the Quality of Service aspects and considers urgency of the packets in 

the scheduling decision for OFDMA systems. The scheduler creates a queue for each 

QoS class. In the first Hierarchical level the scheduling algorithm divides the available 

free resources (slots) on the queues proportional to their priorities, and it keeps changing 

the priorities based on Queue lengths. In the second hierarchical level, the scheduling 

algorithm allocates resources to the jobs in the queues in a way that avoids starvation by 

giving old jobs, higher priorities, and meanwhile it tries to make the queues shorter by 

servicing jobs that need fewer resources before jobs that require more resources.  

• The proposed Adaptive Hierarchical Weighted Fair Queuing scheduling 

algorithm has better performance compared with the Weighted Fair Queuing scheduling 

algorithm and the Weighted Round Robin scheduling algorithm. 

• We built an efficient and accurate mathematical model to calculate the Bit 

Error Rate (BER) of the transmitted signal in the communication channel. This effective 

data rate model considers all sources of errors such as white noise, path loss, shadowing 

and multipath. The model is found to have significance level 0.003 at confidence interval 

0.95 when compared with simulated BER. 
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• The proposed Adaptive Hierarchical Weighted Fair Queuing scheduling 

algorithm when used in WiMAX relay network enhanced the throughput and extends the 

coverage range of the Base Station. 

1.7. Dissertation Outline 

The remaining parts of the dissertation are organized as follows. 

Chapter 2 presents a detailed discussion of IEEE traffic types of flows the main 

focus is on the IEEE 802.16-2004 standard since this is the specification for WiMAX 

networks. The chapter also proposes an Adaptive Hierarchical Weighted Fair Queuing 

Scheduling Algorithm. 

Chapter 3 discusses the traffic generation for the purpose of simulation, the 

differences between Poisson distributed traffic and the Self-Similar distributed traffic, 

and why we opt to Self-Similar distribution. It also presents the communication model, 

including sending, receiving, and the channel. An approximate model for calculating the 

bet error rate is proposed and tested.  

In Chapter 4, the proposed scheduling algorithm performance is tested through 

extensive simulation. First, the Quality of Service measures are defined. Second, the 

scheduling algorithm parameters are calibrated. Third, simulation of the operation of the 

scheduling algorithm with different traffic loads is implemented, and results are 

interpreted. 

In Chapter 5, the utilization of relays is studied and simulation results are 

compared with the case without using relays. 
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Chapters 6 and 7 provide a comparison of the performance of the proposed 

scheduling algorithm with the Weighted Fair Queuing Scheduling Algorithm, and the 

weighted Round Robin Scheduling Algorithm. 

Chapter 8 concludes the findings and contributions, summarizes the results, and 

suggests the future work.  
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CHAPTER 2. Adaptive Hierarchical Weighted Fair Queuing Scheduling Algorithm 

The proposed scheduling algorithm follows the technique, IEEE 802.1p that use 

aggregate traffic-handling mechanisms. The base station classifies packets into a few 

different generic classes putting each class in a different queue that is more scalable and 

reduces the maintenance and processing. Then the base station handles the traffic from 

the separate flows. The IEEE working group developed QoS technique; it is a 3-bit field 

within an Ethernet frame header when using tagged frames on an 802.1 network. It 

specifies a priority value of between 0 and 7 inclusive that can be used by QoS 

disciplines to differentiate traffic [21, 22]. The eight classes are Background, Best Effort, 

Excellent Effort, Critical applications, Video, < 100 MS latency, Voice, < 10 MS latency, 

Internetwork Control, and Network Control. Table 2.1 from [23] lists the traffic classes 

and describes their features [22, 24]. 

The two classes Internetwork control and Network control are essential to 

maintain the network. Hence, they have the highest priority and any scheduler algorithm 

should handle them separated from other traffic. The two classes Best Effort and 

Background have no QoS requirement, they can be grouped together. 

2.1. Traffic Type of Flows 

The scheduling algorithm differentiates the type of traffic, applications, users and 

network devices by using following classifiers: 
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 Class Voice, < 10 MS latency, supports real-time data streams consisting of 

fixed-size data packets issued at periodic intervals. For example, the case in 

VOIP without silence suppression when the BS periodically allocates a 

maximum-size radio bandwidth during the silent-periods, even though a 

subscriber station (SS) does not have a packet to transmit in the silent-periods 

[25].  It is the QoS type “Unsolicited Grant Service (UGS)” defined by the 

IEEE working group. The traffic of this flow is M/M/c/c loss service. The 

inter arrival times of jobs in the queue are of the Poisson distribution, the 

number of resources required by each job is of exponential distribution, Any 

job that arrives in the queue and finds no resources available to be allocated to 

it is dropped [23, 26]. 

 The second QoS type is the Real-Time Polling Service (rtPS); it supports real-

time data streams consisting of variable-sized data packets that are issued at 

periodic intervals. Like the case in MPEG video transmission. The traffic 

queue is M/M/c/n. The traffic is served first come, first served [23, 26]. 

 The third QoS type is the Extended Real-Time Polling Service (ertPS), it 

supports variable rate real time applications that have data rate and delay 

requirements, as the case in VOIP with silence suppression. The traffic type is 

similar to the above class; the traffic queue is M/M/c/n. The traffic is served 

first come, first served [27].  

 The fourth QoS type is the Non-Real-Time Polling Service (nrtPS); it supports 

delay tolerant data streams consisting of variable size data packets for which a 
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minimum data rate is required, like the case in FTP traffic. The queue type is 

M/M/c/n delay system [23, 26]. 

 The fifth type is the Best Effort (BE), the queue is an M/M/c/n delay system 

with multiple classes of interactive and background data packets. It supports 

data streams for which no minimum service guarantees are required, such as 

the case in HTTP traffic [23, 26]. 

 

Table  2-1: The IEEE broad recommendations 

Priority Traffic Type  

0 Background Not time-critical or loss-sensitive, and of lower priority than best 

effort. This type includes bulk transfers and other activities that 

are permitted on the network, but that should not impact the use of 

the network by other users and applications. 

1 Best Effort Not time-critical or loss-sensitive. This is LAN traffic handled in 

the traditional fashion. 

2 Excellent 

Effort 

Not time-critical, but loss-sensitive. This is a best-effort type of 

service that an information services organization would deliver to 

its most important customers. 

3 Critical 

Applications 

Not time-critical, but loss-sensitive, such as streaming multimedia 

and business-critical traffic. A typical use is for business 

applications subject to some form of reservation or admission 

control, such as capacity reservation per flow. 

4 Video, < 100 

MS latency 

Time-critical, characterized by less than 100 MS delay, such as 

interactive video. 

5 Voice, < 10 

MS latency 

Time-critical, characterized by less than 10 MS delay, such as 

interactive voice. 

6 Internetwork 

Control 

Real-time traffic in a heterogeneous internetworking environment 

with IP routers, MAC bridges, Hubs, Switched LANs etc. 

7 Network 

Control 

Both time-critical and safety-critical, consisting of traffic needed 

to maintain and support the network infrastructure, such as 

routing protocol frames. 
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2.2. Scheduling Algorithm 

In scheduling scheme, the scheduler is used to distribute the OFDMA resources 

among SSs, the smallest unit for bandwidth allocation is a slot, and scheduler should 

calculate first the number of slots based on QoS of service classes and then select which 

slots are suitable for each user. The objective of a scheduler is to minimize power 

consumption and Bit Error Rate (BER) and to maximize the total throughput. In the 

proposed algorithm [28, 29], the BS determines the bandwidth requirements of flows and 

the order in which the slots are assigned to the SS. The proposed scheduling algorithm 

schedules Jobs in two hierarchical levels. In the first level, it schedules the flows in 

queues based on service class priority. The BS classifies the traffic into eight classes 

defined by the IEEE working group, and gives each flow a different initial priority. The 

initial priorities are proportional to the following input data; UGS (5Mbps), rtPS 

(14.4Mbps), extend rtPS (12Mbps), nrtPS (12.5Mbps) and BE data packets (6.5Mbps) 

[23, 30-32]. 

The scheduling algorithm divides the available free resources (slots) on the 

queues proportional to their priorities. The proportion of slots assigned to each queue is 

calculated by Equation 2.1.  

 
    

    

∑   
 
   

 
(2.1) 

 Where:  

 
pi is the priority of class i where i = 0,1,…,7. 
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S is the total number of slots. 

 

 
Si is the allocated number of slots for class i where i = 1,2, …,7.  

 

 

In the second level, the resources assigned to each queue are allocated to the SSs. 

Queues that have enough resources to process all SSs requests handle the jobs in a first 

come first served rule. If SSs requests exceed the resources assigned to the queue, the 

scheduler calculates a weight for each job. The job weight is combined from two 

components; age weight and size weight. Age weight is proportional to the age of the job 

in the queue such that older jobs have higher priority than recent ones. Size weight is 

inversely proportional to the number of slots required to process the job such that smaller 

jobs have higher priority than larger ones. The job weight is calculated using Equation 

2.2. 

 

    (
   

∑   
  
   

)  (
 ∑   

  
   

  
) 

(2.2) 

 Where:  

 
   is the job weight 

 

 
   is the job age in the queue 

 

 
   is the queue length 

 

 
   is the number of slots required for job j 
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α, and β are two coefficients to change the relative influence of age and size. The 

optimal ratio between these two coefficients will be calculated through simulation.  

The scheduling algorithm orders the jobs in the queue according to their weights 

and services them in the new order. This avoids starvation by giving old jobs higher 

priorities, and tries to make the queues shorter by servicing jobs that need fewer 

resources before jobs that requires more resources. The scheduling algorithm allocates 

the required slots to the first K jobs in the queue such that: 

 

∑  

 

   

      ∑               

   

   

 

(2.3) 

The Best Effort queue uses a simple Round Robin routine to allocate resources to 

the queued jobs, and the base station drops jobs reach a predefined time out limit. The 

scheduling algorithm revises the initial priorities of all classes based on calculating the 

weighted moving average of the lengths of the queues. The objective is to allocate more 

slots to the traffic flows that have higher delay time or many dropped jobs. The moving 

average is calculated as follows; if the previous average is  ̅  , then the new average will 

be: 

  ̅    
         

        ̅   (2.4) 

 
Where f < 1 is the smoothing factor, and  ̅       . 

 

The window size of the weighted moving average is infinite, the weight of the old 

queue lengths decreases exponentially with time, but it never becomes zero, meaning that 

all previous queue lengths are included in the calculations of the current weighted 

moving average. 
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The new class priorities are calculated as follows: 

 
    

 ̅    

∑  ̅    
 
   

 
(2.5) 

Figure 2.1 illustrates the scheduling algorithm. The algorithm has two levels. In 

the higher hierarchical level, the scheduler creates a queue for each IEEE QoS class, and 

the traffic is classified and queued in the appropriate queues. Each queue is assigned an 

initial priority as discussed previously and the BS assigns the available free slots to the 

queues according to their priorities. In the second hierarchical level, there are two 

possibilities; 1- the queue has assigned slots equal or more than the requested slots by the 

subscribers, in such case the scheduler process the jobs in a first come first served rule, 2- 

the queue has assigned slots that is not enough to process all requests, in such case the 

scheduler calculates the weighted moving average of the queue lengths and modify the 

initial priorities to make long queues have higher priorities. The new calculated priorities 

will be used to assign slots to the different queues in the next round. We use a weighted 

moving average of queue length instead of mean queue length to give higher weight to 

the recent traffic pattern. 

The BS calculates the priorities of the jobs in each queue according to their ages 

and sizes as discussed previously and orders the jobs in the queues according to these 

priorities, then it allocates slots to the jobs in the queues according to their orders. Queues 

are handled in different ways according to their QoS classes. Best effort class jobs are 

processed in a Round Robin routine. While the queues of rtPS, ertPS, and nrtPS QoS 

classes are processed by allocating the required slots to as many jobs as possible and drop 

the remaining jobs if they reached the time out limit. UGS and network control queues 
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are processed in the same routine except that jobs that cannot be allocated enough 

resources are dropped from the queue without waiting for them to reach a time out limit. 

 

Traffic

Classify traffic into classes

Initial priorities

Allocate slots to each class according to its priority

Class Queue has enough slots

First come first 
served

Best Effort and 
background 
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Loss system
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Drop jobs 
that have 

no 
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allocated to 
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Figure  2-1:Adaptive Hierarchical Weighted Fair Queuing 
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2.3. Summary 

With the rapid development in internet technologies, there are higher demands to 

the wireless communication services and the quality of each service. In this chapter, we 

proposed Adaptive Hierarchical Weighted Fair Queuing scheduling algorithm that meets 

Quality of Service aspects and considers urgency of the packets in the scheduling 

decision for OFDMA systems. 
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CHAPTER 3. Modeling Traffic 

In this chapter, The network traffic generation for the purpose of simulation of the 

proposed Adaptive Hierarchical Weighted Fair Queuing algorithm is discussed. Since 

recent studies of high quality traces of network traffic have revealed an unexpected 

property of network traffic, namely that the traffic appears to be self-similar in nature, we 

used it instead of using Poisson distributed traffic. We also present the communication 

model, including sending, receiving, and the channel. An approximate model for 

calculating the bit error rate is proposed and tested [33].  

3.1. Modeling Self-Similar Traffic for Simulation 

Recent studies of traffic data in computer networks have shown that traffic 

exhibits self-similar properties over a wide range of time scales. The properties of self-

similar traffic is very different from the traditional models of traffic based on Poisson 

processes. The use of traditional models can lead to incorrect conclusions about the 

performance of analyzing networks and difficulties ensuring the quality of service 

expected by network users [33, 34]. 

Probabilistic properties of self-similar processes remain unchanged or invariant 

when the process is viewed at varying time scales. This is in contrast to Poisson processes 

which lose their burstiness and flatten out when time scales are changed. Simulations and 

analyses of traffic of computer networks must have a self-similar basis. With respect to 

simulation, a needed component is a generator capable of inserting tailored self-similar 
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traffic into a network. But ideally, such a generator should be able to produce different 

degrees of self-similar traffic and be able to relate to other traffic parameters such as file 

size, packet and segment size and client/server request/response distributions. 

An experimental system called SURGE (Scalable URL Reference Generator) has 

the potential for filling this need. SURGE can produce repeatable and precise results with 

comparable degrees of self-similar to that observed in the real world given equivalent 

workloads [35].  

SURGE was developed by Barford and Crovella [36, 37]. Their efforts showed 

that it produced high degrees of self-similarity in network traffic under heavy loads. They 

defined seven workload characterization influences based upon efforts by other 

researchers. These workload characteristics were 1) server file size, 2) request size, 3) 

relative file popularity, 4) embedded file references, 5) temporal locality of reference, 6) 

idle periods of individual users, and 7) Session lengths. Distribution models were 

specified for each and employed by each User-Equivalent. Each User-Equivalent was a 

burst process that exhibited long periods of activity followed by long periods of 

inactivity.  Workload characterization and the distribution model appear in Table 3.1 

reproduced from [35]. 

The file sizes of the server's filesystem have the property of having heavy-tailed 

distribution, meaning that the server's filesystem must deal with highly variable file sizes. 

The body of the distribution is Lognormal while the tail is a Pareto distribution [38]. 
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Table  3-1: Seven workload characteristics captured in SURGE 

Characteristic Component Model Probability Density 

Function 

File Size Body Lognormal          
     

 

  √  
 
 

        

     

Tail Pareto                  

Request Size Body Lognormal          
     

 

  √  
 
 

        

     

Tail Pareto                  

Popularity  Zipf         

Temporal Locality  Lognormal          
     

 

  √  
 
 

        

     

OFF Times  Pareto                  

Embedded 

References 

 Pareto                  

 

The request sizes which correspond to the set of files transferred through the 

network should match empirical size measurements [36, 39]. The distribution of requests 

can be quite different from the distribution of files because requests can result in any 

individual file being transferred multiple times, or not at all. Hence the difference 

between the file sizes and request sizes corresponds to differences in distribution between 

what is stored in the filesystem of the server and what is transferred over the network 

from the server. 

The relative number of requests made to individual files on the server is called the 

popularity. Popularity measures the distribution of requests on a per-file basis. The 

distribution of popularity has a strong effect on the behavior of caches since popular files 

will typically tend to remain in caches. Popularity distribution of files on Web servers has 

been shown to commonly follow Zipf's Law [36]. Zipf's Law states that if files are 
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ordered from most popular to least popular, then the number of references to a file (P) 

tends to be inversely proportional to its rank (r). This distribution of references between 

files means that some files are extremely popular, while most files receive relatively few 

references. 

In order to capture the structure of Web objects, it is important to characterize the 

number of embedded references in a Web object. This is done by characterizing the 

distribution of the number of embedded references in Web files. The number of 

embedded references is important because OFF times between embedded references 

(Active OFF times) are typically short, while OFF times between Web objects 

themselves (Inactive OFF times) are typically much longer. 

Temporal locality in Web workloads refers to the likelihood that, once a file has 

been requested, it will be requested again in the near future. Accurate characterization of 

temporal locality is important because caching effectiveness can be significantly 

increased when the temporal locality is present. One way to measure temporal locality is 

using the notion of stack distance. Given a sequence of requests, its corresponding stack 

distance sequence can be generated as follows. Assume that the files are stored in a push 

down stack. Considering each request in order, move the requested file to the top of the 

stack, pushing other files down. The depth in the stack at which each requested file is 

found is the request's stack distance. Typical distributions of request sequences arriving at 

Web servers are well modeled using lognormal distributions [36, 40]. 

Accurate modeling of inactive OFF times is necessary to capture the burst nature 

of an individual user's request. The proper characterization of active OFF times is 

necessary to replicate the transfer of Web objects. 
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3.2. Traffic Load Generator 

The traffic load generator consists of 7 modules as illustrated in Figure 3.1. The 

resource popularity module is the popularity generator. The purpose of this module is to 

generate a distribution of "total number of requests" that will be made for each document 

on the server.  This distribution has been shown to follow the Zipf's law for popularity at 

real Web servers.  

The resource sizes module's purpose is to generate a distribution of the sizes of 

the files that exists on the Web server.  The model for sizes is broken down into three 

separate models: one for HTML pages with embedded files, one for embedded images 

and one for loner files. The model for HTML has been shown to be a hybrid of 

Lognormal and Pareto distributions.  The model for embed is a Lognormal. The model 

for loner is a hybrid of Lognormal for body and Lognormal for tail. 

The matching module’s purpose of this program is to generate a one to one match 

between the file sizes and the total requests. This answers the question of how many 

times each of the files on the server will be requested during the simulation. The 

matching must be made so that the resulting request distribution will be a hybrid 

Lognormal and Pareto. The matching problem arises because even when we have the file 

size distribution, request size distribution, and popularity, there still can be considerable 

flexibility in how requests are actually distributed among individual files.   

The purpose of the sequence generator module is to generate the actual sequence 

of object names that will be requested by the subscribers.  The sequence of file requests 

made at servers has been shown to exhibit temporal locality when cast in a least recently 
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used stack.  The module generates a sequence of object names such that when cast in 

terms of a least recently used stack, stack distances follow the Lognormal distribution. 

The User On Count generator generates a set of counts that when using HTTP 

determine how many objects are to be fetched before persistent connections between the 

subscriber and the server are closed.  The count values generated by this program have 

been shown to be modeled by the inverse Gaussian distribution. 

This user OFF Count generator module generates a set of OFF times that the 

subscribers are inactive.  The OFF times generated have a Pareto distribution. 

3.3. Traffic Assumptions 

For simulation purpose, we generate self-Similar traffic. Traffic flow patterns are 

listed in table 3.2 from [27], the generated traffic for simulation is as follows; UGS traffic 

is always 50 Kbps, ertPS traffic is always 32 kbps, and other class traffics are a random 

value between the lower limit, and the upper limit of the traffic pattern. The procedure for 

generating traffic for simulation is illustrated in Figure 3.1. Traffic jobs are distributed 

randomly on all IEEE 802.16 traffic aggregate classes with probabilities proportional to 

the following values: 

• UGS 5Mbps.  

• rtPS 14.4Mbps 

• extend rtPS 12Mbps. 

• nrtPS 12.5Mbps. 

• BE data packets 6.5Mbps. 
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Table  3-2: Generated traffic type 

Service Class Data rate 

UGS 50 kbps 

rtPS 5 kbps – 2Mbps 

ertPS 32 kbps 

nrtPS 10 kbps – 2 Mbps 

BE 10 kbps – 2 Mbps 

Resource 
Popularity

Resource Sizes
Objects

(Link Locations)

Matching

Sequence 
Generator

User ON Count 
Generator

User OFF Count 
Generator

Figure  3-1: Traffic load generator 
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3.3.1. Generated Ttraffic 

We have implemented the traffic model to generate traffic of self-similar 

characteristics with distributions as in Table 3.1. The file sizes distribution is plotted in 

Figure 3.2, we notice that the body of the distribution is Lognormal. The distribution has 

heavy tails, which are of Pareto distribution. Figure 3.3 illustrates the distribution of 

referencing files from within the HTML document. The distribution follows Zipf’s law 

where number of references are inversely proportional to the file rank. 

 

The number of files generated is 10,000 files, 3000 files of them are HTML 

documents that have embedded files and 3200 are loner files. The remaining 3800 files 

are embedded files that cannot be requested directly.  

Figure  3-2: Generated file sizes distribution 
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Figure  3-3: The distribution of references among files 

Figure  3-4: CDF of log-transformed file sizes 
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Requests are generated by linking the HTML documents with the embedded files, 

then the matching between the file sizes, popularities and requests has been done. Figure 

3.4 shows the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the probability of requested 

files transferred through the network due to the Web. 

Subscribers’ inactive OFF times are the times between communication sessions 

with the server, during these times there are no requests sent from the subscriber to the 

sever and accordingly there are no recived HTML files. Figure 3.5 shows the inactive 

times between the first 500 sessions of one of the subscribers. We notice the self-similar 

characteristic of the distribution. We assumed that the minimum OFF time is 10 seconds 

and the maximum is 1800 seconds. 

During connections’ times multiple HTML documents can be transferred, each 

HTML document can have many embedded objects. The traffic generator generates a set 

of counts of objects associated with each HTML document. These counts are used to 

determine how many objects are to be fetched before persistent connections between the 

subscriber and the server are closed.  The counts are shown in Figure 3.6. The 

distribution of the counts of the objects have Self-Similar distribution. 

Maximum number of requests made by a subscriber is 33316 requests and the 

average among all subscribers is 30954 requests. Total number of requests from all 

subscribers is 619098 requests. Simulation is performed for a period of 220956 seconds, 

i.e. about 2.5 days. 
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Figure  3-5: Inactive OFF times 

Figure  3-6: Number of objects requested during sessions 
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3.4. Send Receive Model 

The WiMAX communication data model consists of three main components, 

namely transmitter, receiver and channel. Transmitter and receiver components consist of 

channel coding and modulation sub-components, whereas channels are modeled as 

AWGN and fading channels. Figure 3.7 shows the functional stages of WiMAX physical 

layer [41]. 

 

 

3.4.1. Randomizer 

Randomizer is an essential component of physical layer system standards 

besides interleaved coding and modulation. They are usually defined based on linear 

Transmitted 
Data

Randomizer
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Data
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Modulator
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Figure  3-7: WiMAX data communication 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physical_layer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forward_error_correction#Interleaving
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Modulation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linear_feedback_shift_register
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feedback shift registers due to their good statistical properties and ease of implementation 

in hardware. It is a device that transposes or inverts signals or otherwise encode a 

message at the transmitter to make the message unintelligible at a receiver. Scrambling is 

accomplished by the addition of components to the original signal or the changing of 

some important component of the original signal in order to make extraction of the 

original signal difficult. 

Data randomization is performed using the output of a maximum - length shift-

register sequence. This shift- register sequence is modulo 2, added to the data sequence to 

create the randomized data. The purpose of the randomization stage is to provide layer 1 

encryption and to prevent a rogue receiver from decoding the data. Figure 3.8 shows how 

randomization is carried out [41]. 

 

 

3.4.2. Convolutional Encoder 

The purpose of the convolutional encoder is to take a single or multi-bit input and 

generate a matrix of encoded outputs. The main reason is that noise and other external 

factors can alter bit sequences. By adding additional bits we make bit error checking 

Figure  3-8: Randomizer 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linear_feedback_shift_register
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more successful and allow for more accurate transfers. By transmitting a greater number 

of bits than the original signal we introduce a certain redundancy that can be used to 

retrieve the original signal in the presence of an error [41].  

3.4.3. Interleaver 

Interleaving is a technique commonly used in communication systems to 

overcome correlated channel noise such as burst error or fading. The interleave 

rearranges input data, such that consecutive data are spaced apart. At the receiver end, the 

interleaved data are arranged back into the original sequence by the de-interleaver. As a 

result of interleaving, correlated noise introduced in the transmission channel appears to 

be statistically independent of the receiver and thus allows better error correction [41]. 

3.4.4. Modulation 

The primary purpose of modulation is to generate a modulated signal suited to the 

characteristics of the transmission channel. Modulation is needed in the transmission 

systems to transfer the message into the available high frequency radio channel [41].  

3.4.5. Cyclic Prefix 

Cyclic prefix insertion is used in orthogonal frequency division multiplexing 

(OFDM) systems. It copies the end section of an inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) 

packet to the beginning of an OFDM symbol, It acts as a buffer region where delayed 

information from the previous symbols can be stored. The receiver has to exclude 

samples from the cyclic prefix which are corrupted by the previous symbol when 
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choosing the samples for an OFDM symbol. Figure 3.9 shows OFDM symbol with 

Cyclic Prefix [41]. 

 

3.4.6. Viterbi Decoder 

The Viterbi algorithm is a standard component of high-speed modems. It is a key 

building block of modern information infrastructure. Its main purpose in WiMAX 

networks is to do the convolutional decoding in fading communication channels. 

Convolutional codes are frequently used to correct errors in noisy channels. They have 

rather good correcting capability and perform well even on very bad channels (with error 

Figure  3-9: OFDM symbols with cyclic prefex 
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probabilities of about 10−
3
) [42]. The Viterbi algorithm consists of the following three 

major parts: 

1. Branch metric calculation – calculation of a distance between the input pair of bits 

and the four possible “ideal” pairs (“00”, “01”, “10”, “11”).  

2. Path metric calculation – for every encoder state, calculate a metric for the 

survivor path ending in this state (a survivor path is a path with the minimum 

metric). 

3. Traceback – this step is necessary for hardware implementations that don't store 

full information about the survivor paths, but store only one bit decision every 

time when one survivor path is selected from the two.   

 The Viterbi algorithm is illustrated in Figure 3.10.  

 

3.5. Channel Model 

The term channel refers to the medium between the transmitting antenna and the 

receiving antenna. The characteristics of wireless signal changes as it travels from the 

transmitter antenna to the receiver antenna. These characteristics depend upon the 

Figure  3-10: The objective of Viterbi Algorithm is to retrieve the information given the 

observation 
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distance between the two antennas, the path(s) used by the signal, and the environment 

(buildings and other objects) around the path(s). The profile of received signal can be 

obtained from that of the transmitted signal if we have a model of the medium between 

the two. This model of the medium is called a channel model. In general, the power 

profile of the received signal can be obtained by convolving (amplitude modulation) of 

the power profile of the transmitted signal with the impulse response of the channel. 

Convolution in time domain is equivalent to multiplication in the frequency domain. 

Therefore, the transmitted signal x, after propagation through the channel H becomes y: 

 
y(f)=H(f)x(f)+n(f) 

(3.1) 

Here H(f) is a channel impulse response, and n(f) is the noise. Note that x, y, H, 

and n are all functions of the signal frequency f [43]. The three key components of the 

channel response are path loss, shadowing, and multipath as explained below. 

3.5.1. Path Loss 

The simplest channel is the free space line of sight channel with no objects 

between the receiver and the transmitter or around the path between them. In this simple 

case, the transmitted signal attenuates since the energy is spread spherically around the 

transmitting antenna [43]. 

3.5.2. Shadowing 

If there are any objects such as buildings or trees along the path of the signal, 

some part of the transmitted signal is lost through absorption, reflection, scattering, and 

diffraction. This effect is called shadowing [43]. 
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3.5.3. Multipath 

The objects located around the path of the wireless signal reflect the signal. Some 

of these reflected waves are also received at the receiver. Since each of these reflected 

signals takes a different path, it has a different amplitude and phase. Depending upon the 

phase, these multiple signals may result in increased or decreased received power at the 

receiver. Even a slight change in position may result in a significant difference in phases 

of the signals and in the total received power. The three components of the channel 

response are shown clearly in Figure 3.11 reproduced from [43]. The thick dashed line 

represents the path loss. The lognormal shadowing changes the total loss to that shown by 

the thin dashed line. Finally, the multipath results in variations shown by the solid thick 

line [43]. 

3.6. Stanford University Interim (SUI) Channel Models 

This is a set of 6 channel models representing three terrain types and a variety of 

Doppler spreads, delay spread and line-of-sight/non-line-of-sight conditions that are 

typical of the continental US as follows in Table 3.3 [43]: 

The terrains are classified in three  categories. Category A is hilly terrain with 

moderate-to-heavy tree density and has a high path loss.  Category C is mostly flat terrain 

with light tree density and has a low path loss. Category B is hilly terrain with light tree 

density or flat terrain with moderate-to-heavy tree density. Category B has an  

intermediate path loss. 
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Table  3-3: SUI Channel Models 

Channel Terrain Type Doppler Spread Spread LOS 

SUI-1 C Low Low High 

SUI-2 C Low Low High 

SUI-3 B Low Low Low 

SUI-4 B High Moderate Low 

SUI-5 A Low High Low 

SUI-6 A High High Low 

 

Figure  3-11: Path loss, shadowing, and Multipath 
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The multipath fading is modeled as a tapped delay line with 3 taps with non-

uniform delays. The gain associated with each tap is characterized by a Rician 

Distribution and the maximum Doppler frequency. In a multipath environment, the 

received power r has a Rician distribution, whose pdf is given by [43]: 

 

 

(3.2) 

Here, I0 (x) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind, zero order. A is zero 

if there is no LOS component and the pdf of the received power becomes the Raleigh 

distribution. The ratio K = A
2
/(2σ2

) in the Rician case represents the ratio of the LOS 

component to NLOS component and is called the "K-Factor" or "Rician Factor." For 

NLOS case, K-factor is zero and the Rician distribution reduces to Raleigh Distribution. 

The general structure for the SUI channel model is as shown in Figure 3.12. This 

structure is for Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) channels and includes other 

configurations like Single Input Single Output (SISO) and Single Input Multiple Output 

(SIMO) as subsets. The SUI channel structure is the same for the primary and interfering 

signals [43] 

. 

 

Figure  3-12: Generic structure of SUI channel models 
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3.7. Effective Data Rate 

Errors in digital transmission systems cause the retransmission of buckets. The 

determination of transmission errors can be calculated by comparing the transmitted 

sequence of bits to the received bits and counting the number of errors. The ratio of how 

many bits received in error over the number of total bits received is the BER. This 

measured ratio is affected by many factors, including: signal to noise, distortion, and 

jitter. Though that this method is accurate, it is very time consuming during simulation. 

To overcome this problem, a statistical approach is used to build an effective data rate  

mathematical model for estimating the errors in the  transmission.  

 

3.7.1. Bit Errors 

Bit error rate (BER) is a key parameter that is used in assessing systems that 

transmit digital data from one location to another. Systems for which BER is applicable 

include radio data links, Ethernet, or any system that transmits data over a network of 

some form where noise, interference, and phase jitter may cause degradation of the 

digital signal. Although there are some differences in the way these systems work and the 

way in which bit error rate is affected, the basics of bit error rate itself are still the same. 

When data is transmitted over a data link, there is a possibility of errors being introduced 

into the system. If errors are introduced into the data, then the integrity of the system may 

be compromised. As a result, it is necessary to assess the performance of the system, and 

bit error rate, BER, provides an ideal way in which this can be achieved. Unlike many 

other forms of assessment, bit error rate, BER assesses the full end to end performance of 
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a system, including the transmitter, receiver and the medium between the two. In this 

way, bit error rate, BER enables the actual performance of a system in operation to be 

tested, rather than testing the component parts and hoping that they will operate 

satisfactorily when in place [43, 44].  

The BER is due to AWGN and fading channel, and the forward error correction 

using the Viterbi Algorithm. In Figure 3.13 the BER is almost constant for the channel 

models 4, 5, and 6, it doesn’t change with the increase of the SNR. In all other models, 

the BER decreases as the SNR increases. All models have BER greater than the AWGN 

except for model 2 for SNR > 7 dB. The results are consistent with the terrain and LOS 

properties of the models [43]. 

 Figure  3-13: BER of the recieved signal in different channel models and Signal to noise 

ratio 
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3.7.2. Building Effective Data Rate Computer Based Model  

A long sequence of random bits will be generated, which we provide as input to 

the transmitter. The transmitter modulates these bits onto some form of digital signaling, 

which we will send though a simulated channel. The output of the channel is a noisy 

signal. This signal becomes the input to the receiver. The receiver demodulates the signal, 

producing a sequence of recovered bits. Finally, we compare the received bits to the 

transmitted bits, and tabulate the errors. 

Since this is a statistical process, the measured BER only approaches the actual 

BER as the number of bits tested approaches infinity. Fortunately, in most cases we need 

only to test that the BER is less than a predefined threshold. The number of bits required 

to accomplish this will only depend on the required confidence level and BER threshold. 

To calculate the confidence level (CL), we use the Equation 3.3 [59], This equation can 

be rearranged to calculate the number of bits required for a given BER and confidence 

level (CL), Equation 3.4. 

                 (3.3) 

       
          

   
 (3.4) 

As specified in [23] the BER threshold is 10
-4

 and we require a typical confidence 

level of .95 (95%), the required number of bits to test is slightly less than 30,000 bits. So, 

the above procedure is repeated 30,000 times. The results from the simulation analyzed to 

find its distribution. The BER data is found to be close to the normal distribution. The mean 

(mu = 5.963e-4) and standard deviation (sigma = 2.8702e-4) of the data. 
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Figure 3.14 is the Probability plot of BER less than the BER threshold. It is found 

that the BER has normal distribution when the distance between the Subscriber Station 

and the Base Station is less than 2000 meters and it has t distribution when the distance is 

longer. 

The statistical analysis shows that; BER has a normal distribution in the body and 

fits t distribution at tails, and the tails happens when the Subscriber Station is far from the 

Base Station, Hence we can use Student's t random number generator to generate the 

BER of the transmitted signal when the Subscriber Station is too far from the Base 

station, else we use a Gaussian random number generator. 

 Figure  3-14: Probability plot of BER against normal distribution and t distribution 
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3.7.3. Testing the Effective Data Rate Model 

In this section we compared the simulation results of 2 simulation runs. The first 

run calculates the bit error rate by simulating the transmission, the receiving and the SUI 

channel model. The second uses the Effective Data Rate model. 

The effective data rate model is built to generate BER according to the above 

distribution. The effective data rate model is tested and the results are compared with the 

exact data and it matched it. The difference is about 5% in the body and 7.2% in the tail. 

The problem simulated has 2000 subscribers and number of jobs are 32903. The 

simulation time is 8292 second.  

The cumulative probability distribution and the probability density of bit error 

rate of both simulation results are plotted in Figure 3.15, and Figure 3.16. As seen in the 

figures we notice that bit error rate generated in both simulation runs has the same 

distribution and they are very close to each other. 

The means of the two BER values produced in the two runs are 5.963e-4 and 

6.028e-4 respectively. Standard deviations are 2.8702e-4, and 2.818e-4. The analysis of 

two simulation results using compare means statistical test shows that they have 

significance level 0.003 at confidence interval 0.95. Accordingly, we can reasonably 

conclude that there‘s a good chance that the two BER calculations are nearly the same.   

Comparing the other simulation results we found that we have the same rate of 

retransmitted jobs due to bit errors. The number of dropped jobs, average transmission 

time of OFDA symbols, and the throughput are of the same order of magnitude. Table 3.4 

summarizes the results. 
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Figure  3-15: Comparing the probability distributions of BER using transmit-receive 

simulation and effective data rate model 

Figure  3-16: Comparing the probability density of BER using transmit-receive simulation 

and effective data rate model 
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Table  3-4: Comparison of Results of the transmission-receive simulation and Effective 

data rate model 

 

BER using Transmission – 

Receive simulation 

BER using Effective 

Data Rate 

Percentage of retransmission 11.81 % 11.56 % 

Percentage of dropped jobs 13.6 % 12.89 % 

Average transmission time of one 

OFDA symbol 

0.09554 Mbps 0.08622 Mbps 

Throughput 66.36954 Mbps 66.27737 Mbps 
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CHAPTER 4. Evaluation of Performance 

The performance of the proposed scheduling algorithm is evaluated through 

extensive simulation using MATLAB, The main purpose is to generate traffic data with 

self-similar distribution and use it to simulate the send/receive communications between 

the Subscriber Stations and the Base Stations. Simulation of the operation of the 

scheduling algorithm with different traffic loads is evaluated, and results are interpreted. 

4.1. Assumptions 

For simulations we consider uniformly distributed users within a WiMAX cell, 

Figure 4.1. We used the IEEE 802.16j standard [23]. The bandwidth is 10MHz and the 

number of subcarriers is 200. The frame length is 5ms, 24 down link symbols and each 

frame has 24 adaptive and modulation coding (AMC) channels. Simulation parameters 

are as in Table 4.1. Each class’s generated traffic types are as in Table 3.2. Each traffic 

queue can buffer all incoming packets.  

The procedure for generating traffic for simulation is illustrated in Figure 4.2. 

Traffic will have self-similar distribution [33, 34]. It is created using the procedure 

described in Chapter 3. The jobs are distributed randomly on all IEEE 802.16 traffic 

aggregate classes with probabilities proportional to the following values: 

 Unsolicited grant services (UGS) which is designed to support fixed-size 

data packets at a constant bit rate, 5Mbps. 
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 Real-time polling services (rtPS) which is designed to support real-time 

service flows, 14.4Mbps.  

 Non-real-time polling service (nrtPS) which is designed to support delay 

tolerant data streams, 12.5Mbps. 

 Best-effort (BE) service: This service is designed to support data streams, 

such as Web browsing, that do not require a minimum service-level 

guarantee, 6.5Mbps.  

 Extended real-time variable rate (ERT-VR) which is designed to support 

real-time applications, 12Mbps. 

 

 

Figure  4-1: WiMAX Field 
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Table  4-1: Simulation parameters 

Parameters  Values 

System  OFDMA 

Downlink channel bandwidth  5MHz 

Carrier frequency  3.5GHz 

FFT size  512 

Number of data subcarriers  384 

Number of bands  12 

Number of subcarriers per sub band  32 

Neighboring subcarrier spacing  10.94kHz 

Sampling frequency  5.6MHz 

Sampling factor  28/25 

OFDM symbol duration  97.1us 

Slot period 97.1us 

Frame period  5ms 

Square cell  1.5km 

User distribution  Uniform 

Mobile velocity  3km/h 

 

 

Traffic with Self-Similar 

distribution is generated 

Jobs are randomly distributed on the classes using uniform distribution with probabilities 

proportional to the following values 

UGS (5Mbps) (9.9%), rtPS (14.4Mbps) (28.6%), extend rtPS (12Mbps) (23.8%), nrtPS 

(12.5Mbps) (24.8%) and BE data packets (6.5Mbps) (12.9%) 

Jobs data rate are generated with the 

following values

UGS=50 kb

psrtPS=5 kbps – 2M

bpsertPS=32 kbps

nrtPS=10 kbps – 2 Mbps

BE=10 kbps – 2 Mbps

Figure  4-2: Generating Traffic for simulation 
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Simulation parameters are traffic size, the weighted moving average smoothing 

factor f, the two coefficients α, and β in Equation 2.2, and the time out for dropping jobs. 

 

4.2. Quality of Service Aspects 

QoS refers to meeting certain requirements such as throughput, packet error rate, 

delay, and jitter. Broadband wireless networks must support a variety of applications, 

such as voice, data, video, and multimedia, and each of these has different traffic patterns 

and QoS requirements. Scheduling algorithms should balance the QoS requirements of 

each application and user with the available radio resources. In other words, resources 

need to be allocated in the right proportions among users and applications at the right 

time [22]. The following is the QoS aspect definitions: 

 

4.2.1. Throughput 

Throughput refers to the average rate of data transmission among a period of time. 

In other words, throughput is measured by dividing total bits transferred in the network 

by the length of the time of the transfer.  

4.2.2. Goodput 

Goodput is the application level throughput. It is measured the same way as 

throughput after ignoring retransmission of lost or corrupted packets and protocol 

overhead. 
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4.2.3. Dropped Packets 

The base station might fail to deliver some packets if their data is corrupted or 

they arrive when their buffers are already full. The receiving application may ask for this 

information to be retransmitted, possibly causing severe delays in the overall 

transmission. The other reason for dropping out packets is when the base station fails to 

allocate resources to some jobs in reasonable time and hence the receiving application 

exceeds its time out period. Dropped out is measured by dividing the total number of 

packets dropped by the total number of packets requested by the subscribers. 

4.2.4. Re-Transmission 

Sometimes packets are corrupted due to bit errors caused by noise and 

interference. The receiver has to detect this and, just as if the packet was dropped, may 

ask for this information to be retransmitted. Retransmission is measured by dividing the 

total number of packets retransmitted by the total number of packets requested by 

subscribers. 

4.2.5. Latency 

It might take a long time for each packet to reach its destination, because it is 

delayed in long queues, or takes a less direct route to avoid congestion. This is different 

from throughput, as the delay can build up over time, even if the throughput is almost 

normal. In some cases, excessive latency can render an application such as VoIP or 

online gaming unusable. Latency is measured by calculating the mean of delays in the 

network. 
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4.2.6. Jitter 

Packets from the source will reach the destination with different delays. A 

packet's delay varies with its position in the queues of the routers along the path between 

source and destination and this position can vary unpredictably. This variation in delay is 

known as jitter and can seriously affect the quality of streaming audio and/or video. 

Jitter is measured by calculating the variance of the deviation of the latency of 

each job from the average latency of the whole network. 

4.2.7. Fairness 

Fairness among the users in the system is one of the important QoS aspects. It 

aims to equalize the data rates of all users. Jain's fairness index [45-47] is 

 
              

 ∑   
 
     

  ∑   
  

   

 
(4.1) 

The fairness of a set of values where there are  users and  is the throughput 

for the 
th

 connection. The result ranges from  (worst case) to 1 (best case), and it is 

maximum when all users receive the same allocation. The fairness is  when  users 

equally share the resource, and the other  users receive a zero allocation. 

4.3. Configuring Queue Weights 

In this section we calculate the optimal ratio of the two coefficients α, and β 

defined in Equation 2.2 for the selected simulation parameters. This is done by simulating 

the traffic in a WiMAX network using the proposed scheduling algorithm with different 
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weight parameters, and calculating the Quality of Service aspects of the performance. We 

will calculate the Throughput, Goodput, Latency, Jitter, Re-Transmission, and Dropped 

out jobs.  

4.3.1. Scenarios 

We simulated the same traffic 11 times to get the optimal ratio between the two 

coefficients α, and β which changes the relative influence of the age of the job in the 

queue and the job size. The simulation is executed for α and β are equal, i.e their ratio is 

1:1. Then  the ratio is changed to be 2:1, 3:1, 4:1, 5:1, 1:2, 1:3, 1:4, 1:5 and the simulation 

is done in each case. 

We also consider the two extreme scenarios; The first scenario processes jobs in 

the queue in FIFO routine irrespective of their size. This is equivalent to α  = 1 and β = 0. 

The second scenario processes the smallest job first irrespective of its age, this is 

equivalent to α = 0 and β = 1. 

The scenario β equal 0 is the extreme case when the scheduling algorithm ignores 

the size of the job and process jobs in the queue FIFO. The other extreme α equal 0 is the 

case when ignoring the age of the job in the queue and process smaller jobs first. 

We did the simulation for two traffic loads, the first is a light traffic load of 1500 

subscriber stations, and the second is an overload traffic of 2000 subscriber stations. 

4.3.2. Results 

In the simulation, we have run the proposed Adaptive Hierarchal Weighted Fair 

Queuing algorithm with different parameters and for the two traffic loads. QoS measures 

are calculated as defined above. 
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Table 4.2 summarizes the QoS measures for traffic load 1500 subscriber stations. 

The maximum throughput and goodput is at the ratio α : β = 2:1, Minimum rate of 

dropped out jobs is in the same ratio. Latency, and jitter are minimum for β = 0. 

Retransmission is minimum at β = 0, but there is a significant difference of the 

retransmission rate between all α : β ratios.   

Table  4-2: QoS results of scenarios 1500 Subscribers 

      α:β α = 0 1:5 1:4 1:3 1:2 1:1 2:1 3:1 4:1 5:1 β = 0 

Goodput 

(Mbps)                         

2645 2657 2657 2658 2660 2666.28 2671.68 2669.79 2669.23 2669.15 2668.83 

Throughput 

(Mbps)                       

2727 2731 2732 2733 2734 2739.97 2746.92 2744.82 2743.62 2743.42 2742.68 

Latency (ms)                         88 77 75 71 62 36.6 13.37 9.57 8.44 7.82 7.06 

Dropped out                         2 1 1 1 1 0.7 0.54 0.58 0.59 0.6 0.61 

Retransmission       13 13 13 13 13 12.54 11.79 11.71 11.64 11.58 11.53 

Jitter                         31676 24285 23220 20902 16546 6746.53 1389.45 731.24 527.46 429.46 282.33 

 

Table 4.3 summarizes the QoS measures for traffic load 2000 subscriber stations. 

Results have the same pattern of the previous results in Table 4.1 except for 

retransmission. The maximum throughput and goodput is at the ratio α : β = 2:1, 

Minimum rate of dropped out jobs is in the same ratio. Latency, and jitter are minimum 

for β = 0. Retransmission is minimum at α = 0. The reason is that with overload traffic, 

giving higher priorities to small size jobs makes it more probable for large size jobs to 

wait in the queue and consequently higher probability of retransmission. 

Since we have the same pattern of results for both traffic loads, we plotted the 

traffic load of 2000 subscriber stations only. In Figures 4.3, and 4.4 we present the 

throughput and goodput. The x axis is the ratio between α, and β. We find that the 

maximum throughput and goodput is when the weight of the size of the job is double the 

weight of its age. The worst throughput and goodput are at α = 0. As α increases relative 
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to β the performance become better tell it reach its peak at α: β = 2 : 1, then, it worsens 

again. 

Table  4-3: QoS results of scenarios 2000 Subscribers 

      α:β α = 0 1:5 1:4 1:3 1:2 1:1 2:1 3:1 4:1 5:1 β = 0 

Goodput 

(Mbps)                         

2449 2806 2808 2816 2826 2855.46 2986.76 2986.44 2984.59 2983.57 2993.19 

Throughput 

(Mbps)                       

2790 2887 2889 2896 2906 2936.28 3070.71 3070.1 3068.7 3068.13 3077.5 

Latency (ms)                          472 417 407 390 358 253.26 115.51 82.16 62.91 50.48 22.94 

Dropped out                         28 15 15 14 14 12.78 9.19 9.06 9.1 9.12 9.04 

Retransmission       10 11 11 11 11 11.88 13.82 13.93 14.02 14.12 14.12 

Jitter                         72725 53069 51147 47831 42186 27165.14 14547.28 9231.56 6334.37 4648.71 1614.82 

 

This implies that the scheduling algorithm will give more priority to process 

requests waited a long time in the queue more than the ones waited a less time while still 

looking at the sizes of the files. The priority of the length of the duration of waiting in the 

queue is double the priority of the number of slots required to process the request.   

Figure  4-3: Throughput for different α, and β ratios, 2000 subscribers 
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Figure  4-4: Goodput for different α, and β ratios, 2000 subscribers 

Figure  4-5: Dropped out jobs for different α, and β ratios, 2000 subscribers 
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In Figure 4.5, the minimum dropped out jobs percentage is also when the weight 

of the size of the job is double the weight of its age. The dropped out job ratio is less than 

the FIFO by 11.5 %. This implies that when the weight of the size of the job is double the 

weight of its age the number of dropped out jobs is minimized, hence the scheduling 

algorithm provides better QoS aspect. 

 

In Figure 4.6, the retransmission rate varies from 11.5% to 13%, which implies 

that there is no significance difference between different ratios of α, and β. This is 

expected because retransmission is mainly dependent on the channel, and the size of the 

job or its duration of waiting in the queue does not affect the BER. 

Figure  4-6: Retransmission for different α, and β ratios, 2000 subscribers 
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Figure  4-7: Latency for different α, and β ratios, 2000 subscribers 

Figure  4-8: Jitter for different α, and β ratios, 2000 subscribers 
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Latency and Jitter are also better when using FIFO as seen in Figures 4.7, and 4.8. 

The Latency is very high for α equal 0 and decrease significantly with the increase of α 

tell it reach a constant value. The reason is that FIFO gives the smallest possible waiting 

time in the queue before processing the job. 

Considering all QoS measures, the ratio between the two coefficients  affects all 

QoS aspects,  the best ratio between the two coefficients α, and β  is 2:1. This ratio gives 

the highest throughput and goodput, and the smallest dropped out jobs on the tradeoff 

slight increase in latency and jitter. 

4.4. Scheduling Algorithm Performance 

In this section we simulate the proposed scheduling algorithm using the self-

similar traffic generated in chapter 3 and the simulation parameters given in Table 4.1. 

We use MATLAB for the simulation [48, 49]. The simulation program produces a 

detailed output for the following events: 

 The completion time of each request. 

 Jobs dropped from the queue because they reach the time out limit. 

 The number of slots the scheduler allocated to each job. 

 The time delay before starting processing the job. 

 The total actual processing time. 

 Queue lengths. 

 Priorities of the queues. 
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We started simulation using initial priorities of the traffic flows; Best effort, and 

Background = 2.27%, nrtPS = 4.55%, ertPS = 9.09%, rtPS = 13.64%, and UGS, 

Internetwork control, Network control = 22.73% [23, 30-32].  

 

Simulation results show that the priorities of the traffic flows changes with time 

as seen in Figure 4.9. The average of priorities of classes changed to be 0.87%, 0.84%, 

13.64%, 26.88%, 18.98%, 17.42%, 11.81%, 9.57% respectively. It also shows that 

priorities have been changed very fast from their initial values to follow the changes in 

traffic load. We notice that priorities have self-similar pattern as the traffic load 

distribution. Priorities are used by the scheduler to allocate resources to classes in a fair 

Figure  4-9: Class priorities changes with time 
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way that guarantees the QoS requirements of the queues. UGS class, for example, started 

with a high priority (22.73%) but it decreased significantly with time to average value of 

9.57%.  

The self-similar pattern shown in Figure 4.9 suggests that the scheduling 

algorithm can adapt itself to any changes in traffic pattern very fast and hence meets the 

QoS requirements while better utilizing the network resources. In other words, the 

scheduling algorithm changes the priorities of the different QoS classes to be proportional 

to the number of jobs waiting in the queue, this result of avoiding starving jobs and less 

number of dropped out jobs, and higher throughput.   

 

 

Figure  4-10: Classes average completion time 
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Figure 4.10 presents the average completion time of jobs for different QoS 

classes. All classes have a completion time with self-similar pattern, i.e. it has the same 

distribution as the traffic load. We note that the scheduling algorithm allocated resources 

to all classes such that all of them receive the same average completion time which 

guarantee fairness of service.    

 

Figure 4.11 shows the completion time for each subscriber. Fairness is satisfied 

where mean completion time is 373.1 time frames with standard deviation equal to 47.39. 

The small standard deviation means the central tendency of the completion time, that is 

two thirds of the jobs will be completed in a time very close to the mean completion time. 

Figure  4-11: Completion time for individual subscribers 
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This also implies that the scheduling algorithm delivers a high throughput that suggests a 

full real time multimedia performance. 

Figure 4.12 shows the dropped out jobs for each subscriber. The minimum 

number of dropped jobs equals 3, and the maximum equals 46 jobs. The mean number of 

dropped jobs equals 24.17 with a standard deviation equal to 7.092. The dropping out 

happens due to all available slots are allocated to other jobs and the waiting time in the 

queue exceeded the predefined time period that equals 200 time frames. 

 

There are a large variety of numbers of dropped out jobs for different subscribers. 

But since the total percentage of dropped out jobs among all jobs is less than 0.1%, hence 

Figure  4-12: Dropped jobs by individual subscribers 
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re-requesting these jobs will not affect the overall performance of the network and will 

not create any significant delays in the network.  

4.5. Studying the Effect of Traffic Load 

The scheduling algorithm is simulated with different scenarios to study its 

behavior under different traffic loads. A number of scenarios are 12, 6 of these scenarios 

are with 1000 OFDMA symbols, and the other 6 are with 2000 OFDMA symbols. 

Number of subscribers is 750, 1000, 1250, 1500, 1750, and 2000. 

Table 4-4 summarizes the simulation results of all scenarios. We notice that 

throughput and goodput of subscribers decrease as the number of subscribers increases. 

Dropped out jobs, Latency, and Jitter increase significantly with the increase of the 

number of subscribers. Retransmission is almost constant since it is dependent on the 

channel and is not affected with the traffic load. Fairness is always good. It is improved 

with the increase of the number of subscribers. 

 

Table  4-4: Summery of simulation results for 1000 OFDMA symbols 

Number of subscribers 750 1000 1250 1500 1750 2000 

Throughput (BS) 1385.55 1803.97 1840.2 1898.39 1938.49 1973.54 

Goodput (BS)      1348 1755 1789 1845 1883 1916 

Throughput (SS) 1.85 1.80 1.47 1.27 1.11 0.99 

Goodput (SS)      1.80 1.76 1.43 1.23 1.08 0.96 

Dropped out jobs    0.15% 1.54% 13.56% 21.49% 27.55% 32.37% 

Retransmission 2.70% 2.65% 2.59% 2.60% 2.65% 2.64% 

Latency 15.66 129.59 440.74 463.28 467.6 469.28 

Jitter     4729.59 31220.27 64775.06 75915.29 82436.42 88740.18 

Fairness Throughput 0.96 0.98 1 1 1 1 

Fairness Latency 0.91 0.97 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 
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Table 4-5 summarizes the results when the number of OFDMA symbols increases 

to 2000. We note that the overall performance of the scheduling algorithm is better. For 

example, the number of dropped out jobs is about one third of the heavy traffic, latency, 

throughput, and goodput are better. Retransmission is not affected and remains in the 

same order of magnitude.  

Table  4-5: Summery of simulation results for 2000 OFDMA symbols 

Number of subscribers 750 1000 1250 1500 1750 2000 

Throughput (BS) 1388.06 1840.06 2301.75 2735.49 2848.76 2908.13 

Goodput (BS)      1351 1790 2239 2660 2770 2828 

Throughput (SS) 1.85 1.84 1.84 1.82 1.63 1.45 

Goodput (SS)      1.80 1.79 1.79 1.77 1.58 1.41 

Dropped out jobs    0.00% 0.08% 0.25% 0.96% 7.83% 13.95% 

Retransmission 2.69% 2.69% 2.70% 2.70% 2.66% 2.66% 

Latency 2.85 5.91 15.57 62.03 328.76 357.82 

Jitter     331.46 1116.81 4049.45 16490.43 35073.37 42213 

Fairness Throughput 0.99 0.98 0.95 0.94 1 1 

Fairness Latency 0.91 0.9 0.9 0.95 0.99 0.99 

 

Figure 4.13 shows a comparison between the scenarios, it shows that throughput 

is the same for low traffic for scenarios with OFDMA symbols 1000, and 2000. When 

traffic increases throughput increases for 2000 OFDMA symbols while it stays constant 

for 1000 OFDMA symbols. The reason that the throughput is the same for scenarios with 

large number of subscribers is the utilization of all resources.     

Figure 4.14 shows a comparison between goodput for different scenarios, it is 

similar to throughput. Meaning goodput is the same for low traffic for scenarios with 

OFDMA symbols 1000, and 2000. When traffic increases Goodput increases for 2000 

OFDMA symbols while it stays constant for 1000 OFDMA symbols. The reason that the 
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throughput is the same for scenarios with large number of subscribers is the utilization of 

all resources.     

Figure 4.15 shows a comparison of dropped out jobs between different scenarios, 

it shows that it is very low when the number of subscribers is less than 1000 for the 

scenarios with 1000 OFDMA symbols, then it increases with the increase of the number 

of subscribers. When the number of OFDMA symbols is 2000, dropped out jobs is low 

when the number of subscribers is less than 1500 then it increases with the increase of the 

number of the subscribers.  

According to the simulation results of all scenarios, the number of OFDMA 

symbols on the WiMAX network should be greater than the number of subscribers to 

guarantee QoS measures for the subscribers, i.e. high throughput, goodput, and small 

dropped out jobs rate. 

  
Figure  4-13: Throughput for different traffic loads  
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Figure  4-14: Goodput for different traffic loads  

Figure  4-15: Dropped out jobs with different traffic loads 
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Figure 4-16 shows that the percentage of retransmission is the same for all traffic 

loads. The reason is that the BER of the transmitted signal is a function of the channel 

conditions as explained in chapter 3, i.e. the traffic load does not affect retransmission. 

Figure 4-17 shows that latency is very small when the number of OFDMA 

symbols is 2000, and when the number of subscribers is less than 1250, then it increases 

very fast with the increase of the number of subscribers. When the number of OFDMA 

symbols is 1000, latency is higher for all traffic loads. Hence, it is recommended that the 

number of OFDMA symbols on the WiMAX network should be greater than the number 

of subscribers.  

Figure  4-16: Retransmission rate 
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Figure  4-17: Latency with different traffic loads 

 

Figure  4-18: Jitter with different traffic loads  
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Figure  4-19: Throughput Fairness  

Figure  4-20: Latency Fairness  
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Jitter is the variance of latency we see that it has the same pattern as latency as 

seen in Figure 4-18. It is very small when the number of OFDMA symbols is 2000, and 

when the number of subscribers is less than 1250, then it increases very fast with the 

increase of the number of subscribers. When the number of OFDMA symbols is 1000, 

latency is higher for all traffic loads. Hence, for small jitter, the number of OFDMA 

symbols should be greater than the number of subscribers to have enough resources for 

the scheduling algorithm to allocate to the subscribers.  

Fairness is the most important QoS aspect, it is a measure of how resources are 

distributed in a fair manner among the subscribers. As seen in Figure 4-19, throughput is 

distributed fairly when the number of OFDMA symbols is 2000, and when they are 1000 

symbols, and for all traffic loads. This means that the scheduling algorithm allocates 

resources to the subscribers in a fair manner in high traffic loads as well as low traffic 

loads.  

In Figure 4-20, we notice that latency is similarly distributed in a reasonable way 

for all traffic loads when the resources is 1000 OFDMA symbols and when it is 2000 

OFDMA symbols. This proves that subscribers will almost have the same latency for all 

traffic types. 
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CHAPTER 5. Algorithm Performance in Multihop Relay Systems 

5.1. Background 

Multihop relay systems are considered as a useful means to enhance coverage, 

throughput, and capacity of mobile wireless broadband communication networks. The 

gains in coverage and throughput can be leveraged to reduce the total deployment costs 

for a given system performance requirement and thereby improve the economic viability 

of those systems. The IEEE 802.16j Multihop relay (MR) task group is one particular 

example of standardization activities toward relay-enhanced cellular system (RECS). 

This group enables exploitation of such advantages, specifying an OFDMA physical 

layer and medium access control layer enhancements to the IEEE 802.16 standard for 

licensed bands to facilitate the operation of relay stations [7]. Furthermore, the Multihop 

relay is considered an essential system element in the emerging of the next generation 

mobile communication, including the 3GPP Long Term-Evolution (LTE-) Advanced 

standard and IEEE 802.16m standard. In the current development of standard 

specification, initial efforts are required to understand the impact of relay nodes on the 

system performance and furthermore, to identify their advantages over the conventional 

repeaters [12]. 

Recently, IEEE Standard 802.16j was approved by IEEE-SA Standards Board on 

2009-05-13 as an amendment to IEEE Standard 802.16-2009. It was published by IEEE 
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on 2009-06-12.  Multihop Relay network architecture will enhance throughput, network 

coverage, capacity density, and energy consumption [7]. 

5.2. Relay Architecture 

A WiMAX network is divided into cells with one base station (BS) responsible 

for each cell. Despite the high bandwidth promised by WiMAX, there are several issues 

that network operators face during the actual deployment of these networks. The first 

problem is that of dead spots or coverage holes. Such spots of poor connectivity are 

formed due to high path-loss, and shadowing due to obstacles such as large buildings, 

trees, tunnels, etc. and this leads to degradation in overall system throughput. The other 

key design challenge is that of range extension. At times, it is required to provide 

wireless connectivity to an isolated area outside the reach of the nearest BS. Throughput, 

coverage holes, and range extension can be easily tackled by deploying additional base 

stations. However, such a solution could be too expensive. In such context use of relay 

stations (RS) is a cost-effective alternative. An RS acts as MAC-layer repeaters to extend 

the range of the base station [50]. The IEEE 802.16j task-group [22] has been formed to 

extend the scope of IEEE 802.16e to support mobile multi-hop relay networks. 

Unlike a BS, an RS has a significantly simpler hardware and software 

architecture, and hence has lower cost. An RS merely acts as a link layer repeater, and 

therefore does not require a wired backhaul. Furthermore, an RS need not perform 

complex operations, such as connection management, hand-offs, scheduling, etc. Also, an 

RS typically operates at much lower transmit power, and simply requires lower-MAC 

and PHY layer stack. All these factors lead to much lower cost of an RS, and thus, relay 
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networks are evolving as a low-cost option to fill coverage holes and extend the range of 

many scenarios [50]. 

Multihop relay systems are considered as a useful means to enhance coverage, 

throughput, and capacity of mobile wireless broadband. The gains in coverage and 

throughput can be leveraged to reduce the total deployment costs for a given system 

performance requirement and thereby improve the economic viability of those systems 

[51]. The IEEE 802.16j Multihop relay (MR) task group is one example of 

standardization activities toward relay enhance the cellular system. This group enables 

exploitation of such advantages, specifying an OFDMA physical layer and medium 

access control layer enhancements to the IEEE 802.16 standard for licensed bands to 

facilitate the operation of relay stations [52, 53]. Furthermore, the Multihop relay is 

considered an essential system element in the emerging of the next generation mobile 

communication, including the 3GPP Long Term-Evolution (LTE-) Advanced standard 

and IEEE 802.16m standard. In the current development of standard specification, initial 

efforts are required to understand the impact of relay nodes on the system performance 

and furthermore, to identify their advantages over the conventional repeaters [36, 54]. 

Recently, IEEE Standard 802.16j [23] was approved by IEEE-SA Standards 

Board on 2009-06-12 as an amendment to IEEE Standard 802.16-2009. It was published 

by IEEE on 2009-05-13.  Multihop Relay network architecture will enhance throughput, 

network coverage, capacity density, and energy consumption [53]. 

Multihop scheme enables all mobile terminals as well as base stations to reduce 

their transmit power while preserving range. As an example, let us consider the scenario 

illustrated in Figure 5.1, where a mobile terminal (MS1) is far from the nearest base 
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station. In a conventional cellular network MS1 is required to increase transmit power to 

reach BS and the same applies for the base station. The goal of RS is to provide a 

uniform downlink data rate across the cellular space. Each Relay node in the network is 

capable of relaying data/voice traffic to the mobile client through a Multihop relay [55]. 

MS

RS

BS

 

Figure  5-1: Reducing transmission distance by a multihop communication 

5.3. Simulation Scenarios 

5.3.1. Assumptions 

For simulation purpose, we consider randomly and uniformly distributed 

Subscriber Stations over a hexagonal cell. Every cell has one Base Station located in the 

center and four Relay nodes around it. Relay node locations are carefully chosen so as to 

provide a uniform coverage in the cell. Multihop shortest path routes to the Base Station 

are determined by using the Expected Transmission Time or the ETT routing metric [56, 

57]. We use the IEEE 802.16j standard [23]. The bandwidth is 10 MHz and the number 
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of subcarriers is 200. The frame has a length of 5 ms It has 24 downlink symbols. And 

each frame has 24 adaptive and modulation, coding (AMC) channels. Simulation 

parameters are as in Table 4.1. Each class’s generated traffic types are as in Table 3.2 

from reference [53]. Each traffic queue can buffer all incoming packets. 

The procedure for generating traffic for simulation is illustrated in Figure 4.2. 

Traffic will have Self-Similar distribution [36, 58].  The jobs are distributed randomly on 

all IEEE 802.16 traffic aggregate classes with probabilities proportional to the following 

values: 

 Unsolicited grant services (UGS) which is designed to support fixed-size 

data packets at a constant bit rate, 5Mbps. 

 Real-time polling services (rtPS) which is designed to support real-time 

service flows, 14.4Mbps.  

 Non-real-time polling service (nrtPS) which is designed to support delay 

tolerant data streams, 12.5Mbps. 

 Best-effort (BE) service: This service is designed to support data streams, 

such as Web browsing, that do not require a minimum service-level 

guarantee, 6.5Mbps.  

 Extended real-time variable rate (ERT-VR) which is designed to support 

real-time applications, 12Mbps. 

The generated traffic for simulation will be as follows; UGS traffic is always 50 

Kbps, ertPS traffic is always 32 kbps, and other class traffics are a random value between 

the lower limit, and the upper limit of the traffic pattern, Table 5.1. 
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Simulation parameters are traffic size, the weighted moving average smoothing 

factor f, the two coefficients α, and β in Equation 2.2, and the time out for dropping jobs. 

5.3.2. Scenarios 

Six scenarios are simulated without using relay stations and the same six 

scenarios are repeated after adding relay stations. The number of available time frame 

slots is the same in all of them. Number of subscribers are 750, 1000, 1250, 1500, 1750, 

and 2000 subscribers. The purpose is to check the performance of the scheduling 

algorithm under different traffic loads. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show the field layout for all 

scenarios. 

  

5.3.3. Results 

QoS measures are calculated for the six scenarios of WiMAX networks without 

relay stations, and a corresponding six scenarios of WiMAX networks with relay stations. 

Tables 5.1 summarize the results for the first six scenarios. We notice that the number of 

dropped out jobs and the retransmission rate increase as the number of subscribers 

Figure  5-2: Field without Relays Figure  5-3: Field with Relays 
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increases, i.e. when the traffic load increases. This explains why the difference between 

throughput and goodput increase with the increase of the traffic load and why the latency 

becomes longer and Jitter becomes worse. The only achieved QoS aspect is fairness 

where the scheduling algorithm succeeds in allocating the resources in a fair manner 

among the subscriber stations, the throughput fairness does not change with the change of 

the traffic load and the latency fairness is 0.9. 

Table  5-1: Results of QoS aspects when the field does not have relays 

Number of Subscribers 750 1000 1250 1500 1750 2000 

Throughput Mbps 2644.05 3221.63 3688.31 3892.89 4011.46 4091.5 

Goodput 927.26 1168.98 1374.26 1416.87 1482.14 1545.02 

Dropped out 29.53% 32.33% 35.79% 41.26% 44.45% 47.48% 

Retransmission 58.47% 55.36% 48.77% 44.06% 44.49% 44.51% 

Latency 2.83 6.56 31.58 192.59 257.76 265.24 

Jitter 327.04 1189.67 6662.02 25486.8 37425.43 36834.88 

Fairness Throughput 0.67 0.65 0.62 0.63 0.63 0.63 

Fairness latency 0.36 0.62 0.67 0.9 0.9 0.9 

 

Tables 5.2 summarize the results of the other six scenarios when the WiMAX 

networks have relay station nodes. We notice that the number of dropped out jobs 

increases with load, but with smaller rate compared with the WiMAX network without 

relay station nodes. On the other hand, the retransmission rate decreases and reaches a 

constant rate. The overall performance is better where the difference between throughput 

and goodput, latency, and jitter are smaller. Fairness is close to 1 which proves that the 
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scheduling algorithm succeeded in allocating the resources in a fair manner among the 

subscribers. 

Table  5-2:Results of QoS aspects when the field has relays 

Number of Subscribers 750 1000 1250 1500 1750 2000 

Throughput Mbps 1608.08 2094.91 2576.02 2979.3 3075.97 3118.97 

Goodput 1295.64 1700.47 2102.21 2421.88 2502.29 2539.55 

Dropped out 3.61% 4.46% 5.52% 8.08% 13.77% 20% 

Retransmission 16.62% 15.62% 14.34% 11.41% 11.52% 11.87% 

Latency 2.54 4.83 12.32 128.2 223.39 268.7 

Jitter 257.86 715.63 2304.46 14221.11 24473.53 32814.31 

Fairness Throughput 0.94 0.93 0.91 0.93 0.93 0.94 

Fairness latency 0.86 0.86 0.88 0.97 0.97 0.97 

 

Figure 5.4 shows that relay station nodes decreases throughput. This is due to the 

less retransmission rate and less number of dropped out jobs as discussed above. The 

existence of relay station nodes, i.e. multihop link between subscriber stations and base 

station makes throughput equal for different subscriber stations irrespective of their 

distance from the base station. On the other hand, the absence of relay station nodes 

makes throughput, higher for subscribers located near the boundaries of the cells. This is 

due to the increased number of failures of receiving data buckets by the subscriber 

stations, Figure 5.5. 

In Figure 5.6 we notice that variance in throughput is smaller when utilizing relay 

station nodes. In other words, throughput extends to a longer distance from the base 

station and is more fairly distributed among more subscriber stations when using relay 

station nodes.   
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Figure  5-4: Throughput with number of subscribers 

Figure  5-5: Throughput with distance between subscribers and base station 
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To measure the performance from the point of view of the subscriber stations we 

ignored retransmission, dropped out buckets and the network protocol overhead. Hence 

we calculated the goodput. Figure 5.7 shows that deploying relays increases goodput, and 

the multihop link between the base station and the subscriber stations extends goodput 

coverage for double the distance from the base station as pictured in Figure 5.8. The 

deployment of relay station nodes makes goodput fairly distributed everywhere in the 

cell. While in the case of network without relay station nodes, there is a noticeable 

difference between goodput for subscriber stations near the base station and goodput for 

subscriber stations far from it as seen in Figure 5.9. We can state that the resources are 

better utilized and the coverage is increased significantly when using relay station nodes. 
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Figure  5-6: Throughput distribution among the field 
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Figure  5-7: Goodput with number of subscribers 

Figure  5-8: Goodput with distance between subscribers and base station 
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Dropped out jobs is one of the most important QoS aspects. Figure 5.10 shows 

that the percentage of dropped out jobs when not using relay station nodes is much larger 

compared with the network that deploy relay station nodes. Studying number of dropped 

out jobs with the length of the distance between the subscriber station and the base 

station, we found that, when the network does not have relay station nodes, the number of 

dropped out jobs is of small rate when the distance is less than 2000 meters, and it 

increases very fast when the distance is longer than 2000 meters. Relay station nodes 

sustain the small dropped out jobs rate for double this distance as seen in Figure 5.11.   

Percentage of dropped out jobs is homogeneous among all subscribers in the 

network when using relay stations while far subscriber stations have more dropped out 

jobs when there are no relay stations in the network as seen in Figure 5.12. 
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Figure  5-9: Goodput distribution among field 
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Figure  5-10: Dropped out jobs with number of subscribers 

Figure  5-11: Dropped out jobs with distance between subscribers and the base station 
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Retransmission is another important QoS aspect that affects the whole 

performance of the network. In Figure 5.13, percentage of retransmission decreases with 

the increase of the number of subscriber stations. The reason is due to the increase of 

dropped out jobs as seen in Figure 5.12, i.e. if we took dropped out jobs into 

consideration we can state that the retransmission rate is almost constant with all traffic 

loads. This is expected because retransmission is dependent on the channel and it is not 

dependent on the traffic load. The retransmission rate is smaller when the link between 

the subscriber stations and the base station is multihop i.e. 2 or more short hops, 

compared with the case when the link is single long hop. 
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Figure  5-12: Percentage of dropped out jobs distribution among the field 
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Figure  5-13: Percentage of retransmission with number of subscribers 

Figure  5-14: Percentage of retransmission with distance between subscribers and base 

station 
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Looking over the percentage of retransmission with the length of the distance 

between the subscriber station and the base station, we found that, when the network does 

not have relay station nodes, the percentage of retransmission is of small rate when the 

distance is less than 2000 meters, and it increases very fast when the distance is longer 

than 2000 meters. Relay station nodes sustain the small retransmission rate for double 

this distance as seen in Figure 5.14. 

Figure 5.15 indicates that the percentage of retransmission when not using relays 

is low for the subscribers close to the base station. And it increases in subscribers far 

from the base station. When relay stations are used we note that the percentage of 

retransmission is fairly spread among all subscriber stations.  
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Figure  5-15: Percentage of retransmission distribution among the field 
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Figure 5.16 indicates that average latency is better in the case of the network with 

relay stations for all traffic loads. When the network does not have relay station nodes, 

latency is low when the length is less than 2000 meters, and it increases when the length 

is longer than 2000 meters. Relay station nodes sustain the latency, small value for 

double this length as seen in Figure 5.17. The latency has a uniform distribution among 

all subscriber stations as shown in figure 5.18. 

 

 

Figure  5-16: Average latency with number of subscribers 
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Figure  5-17: Average latency with distance between subscribers and base station 

Figure  5-18: Average latency distribution among the field 
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Jitter is the variance of the deviation of latency of different subscribers from the 

average latency of the network. This is can be noticed from Figures 5.19, and 5.20. Both 

jitter and latency has the same pattern. Jitter is smaller in the case of using relay station 

nodes due to the homogeneity of latency among subscribers as seen in Figure 5.21.  

We calculated the fairness index of sharing resources among all subscribers using 

the Jain's fairness index. Figure 5.22 compares the fairness of sharing the bandwidth 

when using relay station nodes with the case when the network does not have relay 

stations. Clearly using relays increases fairness to its possible maximum value. The same 

when calculating the fairness index for latency as seen in Figure 5.23. 

 

 
Figure  5-19: Jitter with number of subscribers 
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Figure  5-20: Jitter with distance between subscribers and base station 

Figure  5-21: Jitter distribution among the field 
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Figure  5-22: Fairness index of throughput among subscribers 

Figure  5-23: Fairness index of Latency among subscribers 
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5.4. Summary of Results 

In this chapter we studied the effect of using relay stations to enhance throughput 

and extend the coverage range of the base station.  The relay station is connected to the 

base station on one side and the subscriber stations are connected to it on the other side. 

The transmission between the base station and the subscriber stations is spread out on 

these relay stations i.e. communication is multihop. 

Through extensive simulation, we examined the performance of the network with 

single hop communications between base station and subscriber stations, and we 

compared it with the performance of the same network with deployed relay stations such 

that communications between base station and subscriber stations are multihop. We used 

self-similar input traffic for simulation purposes. With reference to simulation results, the 

throughput has shown good numbers after the addition of relay station. The base station 

coverage increased. System capacity of handling higher traffic is increased. Signal to 

noise ratio is improved and hence the retransmission decreased. All other QoS metrics are 

improved after deploying the relay stations. Resources are shared in much fair pattern, 

dropped out jobs are always less, latency and jitter are better. In summary, simulation 

results indicate that using relays enhance the overall performance of the network, which 

makes the utilization of bandwidth more efficiently. 

It is perceived that the Multihop relay capability is one of the most realistic means 

of achieving the target bandwidth efficiency requirements.  
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CHAPTER 6. Comparison of Adaptive Hierarchical Weighted Fair Queuing and 

Weighted Fair Queuing 

We compare the performance of the Adaptive Hierarchical Weighted Fair 

Queuing scheduling algorithm and the Weighted Fair Queuing scheduling algorithm. We 

selected this scheduling algorithm because it provides a fair distribution of bandwidth 

among the subscriber stations. The worst case delay bound guaranteed by the Weighted 

Fair Queuing scheduling algorithm can be sufficient for the Unsolicited grant services 

subscriber stations but not for ertPS and rtPS subscriber stations. The average delay under 

the Weighted Fair Queuing algorithm is greatly affected by the density of the traffic 

utilizing the residual capacity, i.e. under bursty traffic, such as VoIP, the average delay 

experienced by the subscriber stations will be high. Therefore, modifications to the 

algorithm are required to satisfy the delay requirement of the ertPS and rtPS subscriber 

stations and ensure the average delay is not considerably affected by the traffic density. 

The use of a computationally expensive algorithm such as WFQ for BE subscriber 

stations is an overwhelming solution. Since BE subscriber stations do not have QoS 

requirements, simple algorithms such as FIFO or Round Robin would be sufficient [20]. 

QoS measures are calculated for 6 scenarios using the proposed Adaptive 

Hierarchical Weighted Fair Queuing, and the Weighted Fair Queuing. Tables 6.1, and 6.2 

summarize the results. 
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Table  6-1: QoS of Adaptive Hierarchical Weighted Fair Queuing 

Number of Subscribers 750 1000 1250 1500 1750 2000 

Throughput Mbps 1388.25 1838.83 2301.01 2740.00 2919.23 2936.69 

GoodPut 1350.67 1789.59     2238.10 2666.40 2839.06 2855.12 

Dropped out 0.00% 0.10% 0.25% 0.69% 5.45% 12.82% 

Retransmission 5.81% 7.01% 8.88% 12.47% 14.16% 11.98% 

Latency 2.45 4.19        9.58 36.59 194.62 253.59 

Jitter 15.52 24.04 40.61 81.70 135.53 164.91 

 

Table  6-2: QoS of Weighted Fair Queuing 

Number of Subscribers 750 1000 1250 1500 1750 2000 

Throughput Mbps 1313.59 1622.30 1825.34 1898.65 1946.03 1994.93 

GoodPut 1278.63 1577.93     1774.61 1847.69 1894.28 1941.01 

Dropped out 2.94% 7.36% 12.90% 19.60% 25.48% 30.38% 

Retransmission 8.58% 8.59% 8.05% 6.92% 6.13% 5.58% 

Latency 9.25 13.31        16.10 24.88 31.97 26.24 

Jitter 880.48 1714.14 1805.08 3402.57 4655.50 4026.30 

 

In Figure 6.1 the throughput of the 2 scheduling algorithms is plotted. The 

Adaptive Hierarchical Weighted Fair Queuing scheduling algorithm (AHWFQ)) is 

always better than the Weighted Fair queuing scheduling algorithm (WFQ). The 

difference in throughput values increases as the number of subscribers increases.  In the 

case of WFQ, The throughput reaches a constant value when the number of subscribers is 
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1250 while AHWFQ reaches a higher throughput value when the number of subscribers 

is 1750. This shows how the AHWFQ adapts itself with the increase of the traffic. 

  

To measure the actual performance we ignored retransmission and dropped 

packets and the protocol overhead. Hence we calculated the goodput of the two 

scheduling algorithms. We have the same pattern as throughput as seen in Figure 6.2. 

Figure  6-1: Comparing Throughput of AHWFQ and WFQ  
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Dropping out jobs is one of the most important QoS aspects. Figure 6.3 shows 

that the percentage of dropping out jobs when using WFQ increases linearly with the 

increase of the number of subscribers. Meanwhile, in the case of AHWFQ, the percentage 

of dropped out jobs is almost constant with the increase of the traffic tell the number of 

subscribers reach 1500, then it increases linearly with the number of subscribers. 

Figure  6-2: Comparing Goodput of AHWFQ and WFQ 
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Dropped out jobs is significantly less in the case of AHWFQ compared with the case of 

WFQ. 

 

Retransmisson is another important QoS aspect that affects the whole 

performance of the network. Retransmission decreases with the increase of subscribers in 

the case of WFQ. The reason is due to the increase of dropped jobs as seen in Figure 6.4. 

In case of AHWFQ, retransmission increases with the increase of the number of 

subscribers, so long as the dropped out jobs rate is low. But when the traffic increases and 

then dropped out jobs increases, the retransmission is decreased, Figure 6.5. 

Figure  6-3: Comparing percentage of dropped out jobs of AHWFQ and WFQ 
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The higher rate of dropped out jobs and retransmission in the case of WFQ 

scheduling algorithm explains why throughput is less than the AHWFQ scheduling 

algorithm. 

 

The AHWFQ scheduling algorithm has less latency in scenarios with number of 

subscribers is less than 1250. When traffic increase Latency increase and became worse 

Figure  6-4: Comparing Retransmission of AHWFQ and WFQ 
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than WFQ, Figure 6.6. Actually AHWFQ decreases the number of dropped out jobs as 

seen previously in the trade off the latency. This is done by reordering jobs in queues and 

giving higher priorities for jobs waited in the queue for a long time and is about to reach 

its time out. 

 

 

Figure  6-5: Comparing Latency of AHWFQ and WFQ 
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Jitter is the variance of the deviation in delay from the average latency of the 

network. This is can be noticed from Figures 6.6, and 6.7. Both jitter and latency has the 

same pattern. Jitter is smaller in the case of AHWFQ than WFQ when traffic is small or 

moderate. When traffic is high jitter of the AHWFQ is worse but the base station 

continues delivering buckets to subscribers. While WFQ jitter is less, but with high 

dropped out jobs.  

 

 

Figure  6-6: Comparing Jitter of AHWFQ and WFQ 
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The simulation results of the proposed Adaptive Hierarchal Weighted Fair 

Queuing and The Weighted Fair Queuing algorithms showed that the first one always 

have less number of dropped out jobs as seen in Figure 6.3. To check the Dropped out 

jobs of each class we plotted them in a bar chart. 

Figure 6.7 shows the percentage of the dropped out jobs for the WFQ algorithm 

and the AHWFQ algorithm when the number of subscribers is 1500. The performance of 

AHWFQ algorithm is much better for all QoS classes. This is due to that the weights of 

the different queues are changing according to Queue lengths, hence increasing the 

priority of long queues to avoid dropping out jobs. Also reordering jobs in the queues 

according to their size and age in the queue increased the probability of processing jobs 

before reaching the time out after which they will be dropped.  

  

 

Figure  6-7: Comparison of percentage of dropped out jobs for different QoS classes 

(Number of subscribers 1500) 
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Figure 6.8 shows the same results for 2000 subscribers. It also shows that for 

AHWFQ algorithm that percentage of dropped out jobs of UGS, rtPS, and ertPS QoS 

classes are less than nrtPS and BE QoS classes. Meanwhile, when using WFQ we notice 

that all classes have comparable dropped out rates which mean that AHWFQ has better 

quality of service. 

 

 

Figure  6-8: Comparison of percentage of dropped out jobs for different QoS classes 

(Number of subscribers 2000) 
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Simulation proves that the AHWFQ has better QoS aspects with all traffic loads. 

Dropped out jobs is always less. Throughput and Goodput are higher. Latency and Jitter 

are better. When traffic increases significantly the AHWFQ adapts the priorities of the 

queues and the priorities of the jobs in the queues to avoid reaching their time out limit 

and dropping them. This decreases the dropping out rate on the trade off the Latency and 

jitter.  
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CHAPTER 7. Comparison of Adaptive Hierarchical Weighted Fair Queuing and 

Weighted Round Robin 

In this chapter, we compare the performance of the Adaptive Hierarchical 

Weighted Fair Queuing scheduling algorithm and the Weighted Round Robin scheduling 

algorithm. We selected this scheduling algorithm because it provides a fair distribution of 

bandwidth among the subscriber stations. As presented in Section 1.4.3, the Weighted 

Round Robin algorithm (WRR) does not provide a bound on the delay, even under the 

worst case, and it does not work well in the presence of variable packet size. The WRR 

algorithm also results in the largest overhead since it selects all the subscriber stations in 

each frame. The packet size and the queue length can be incorporated in the WRR 

algorithm to provide a delay bound and ensure the algorithm operates well in the 

presence of variable packet sizes. This might require sacrificing the simplicity of the 

algorithm which is one of its major advantages [20]. 

 

QoS measures are calculated from simulation for six scenarios using the proposed 

Adaptive Hierarchical Weighted Fair Queuing, and the Weighted Round Robin. Tables 

7.1, and 7.2 summarize the results. 
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Table  7-1: QoS of Adaptive Hierarchical Weighted Fair Queuing 
Number of Subscribers 750 1000 1250 1500 1750 2000 

Throughput Mbps 1388.25 1838.83 2301.01 2740.00 2919.23 2936.69 

GoodPut 1350.67 1789.59     2238.10 2666.40 2839.06 2855.12 

Dropped out 0.00% 0.10% 0.25% 0.69% 5.45% 12.82% 

Retransmission 5.81% 7.01% 8.88% 12.47% 14.16% 11.98% 

Latency 2.45 4.19        9.58 36.59 194.62 253.59 

Jitter 15.52 24.04 40.61 81.70 135.53 164.91 

 

Table  7-2: QoS of Weighted Round Robin 
Number of Subscribers 750 1000 1250 1500 1750 2000 

Throughput Mbps 1367.77 1716.01 2069.61 2375.05 2565.33 2657.59 

GoodPut 1329.85 1668.58     2011.34 2307.71 2491.38 2580.96 

Dropped out 1.27% 6.66% 10.16% 14.16% 20.49% 28.09% 

Retransmission 25.85% 26.69% 31.00% 36.56% 38.51% 36.16% 

Latency 36.21 42.25        46.90 90.35 111.21 160.44 

Jitter 68.55 79.96 78.89 93.47 99.53 93.09 

 

In Figure 7.1 the throughput of the 2 scheduling algorithms is plotted, we notice 

that the Adaptive Hierarchical Weighted Fair Queuing scheduling algorithm (AHWFQ)) 

and the Weighted Round Robin scheduling algorithm (WRR) has close throughput values 

when traffic is small but when traffic increases and as the number of subscribers 

increases the AHWFQ has better throughput. The difference is about 10%. 
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To measure the actual performance we ignored retransmission and dropped 

packets and the protocol overhead. Hence we calculated the goodput of the two 

scheduling algorithms. We have the same pattern as throughput as seen in Figure 7.2. 

Figure  7-1: Comparing Throughput of AHWFQ and WRR 
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Dropping out jobs is one of the most important QoS  aspects. Figure 7.3 shows 

that the rate of dropping out jobs when using WRR increases almost linearly with the 

increase of the number of subscribers. Meanwhile, in the case of AHWFQ, the rate of 

dropped out jobs is almost constant with the increase of the traffic till the number of 

subscribers reach 1500, then it increases fast with the number of subscribers. Dropped out 

jobs is significantly less in the case of AHWFQ compared with the case of WRR. 

Figure  7-2: Comparing Goodput of AHWFQ and WRR 
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Retransmisson is another important QoS aspect that affects the whole 

performance of the network. In Figure 7.4 we see that WRR has a higher retransmission 

rate with all traffic loads. 

The higher rate of dropped out jobs and retransmission in the case of WRR 

scheduling algorithm explains why throughput is less than the AHWFQ scheduling 

algorithm. 

Figure  7-3: Comparing percentage of dropped out jobs of AHWFQ and WRR 
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The AHWFQ scheduling algorithm has less latency in scenarios with number of 

subscribers is less than 1500. When traffic increases Latency increase and became worse 

than WRR, Figure 7.5. Actually AHWFQ decreases the number of dropped out jobs as 

seen previously in the trade off the latency. This is done by reordering jobs in queues and 

giving higher priorities for jobs waited in the queue for a long time and is about to reach 

its time out. 

Figure  7-4: Comparing percentage of retransmission of AHWFQ and WRR 
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Jitter is the variance of the deviation in delay from the average latency of the 

network. This is can be noticed from Figures 7.5, and 7.6. Both jitter and latency has the 

same pattern. Jitter is smaller in the case of AHWFQ than WRR when traffic is small or 

moderate. When traffic is high jitter of the AHWFQ is worse but the base station 

continues delivering buckets to subscribers. While WRR jitter is less, but with high 

dropped out jobs.  

Figure  7-5: Comparing Latency of AHWFQ and WRR 
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The simulation results of the proposed Adaptive Hierarchal Weighted Fair 

Queuing and The Weighted Round Robin algorithms showed that the first one always 

have less number of dropped out jobs as seen in Figure 7.3. To check the Dropped out 

jobs of each class we plotted them in a bar chart. 

Figure 7.7 shows the percentage of the dropped out jobs for the WRR algorithm 

and the AHWFQ algorithm when the number of subscribers is 1500. The performance of 

AHWFQ algorithm is the same for UGS QoS class while it is much better for all other 

QoS classes. This is due to the fact that the weights of the different queues are changing 

Figure  7-6: Comparing Jitter of AHWFQ and WRR 
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according to Queue lengths, hence increasing the priority of long queues to avoid 

dropping out jobs. Also reordering jobs in the queues according to their size and age in 

the queue increased the probability of processing jobs before reaching the time out after 

which they will be dropped.  

  

 

 

Figure 7.8 shows the same results for 2000 subscribers. It also shows that for 

AHWFQ algorithm that percentage of dropped out jobs of UGS, rtPS, and ertPS QoS 

classes are less than nrtPS and BE QoS classes. Meanwhile, when using WRR we notice 

that UGS QoS class has the least dropped out rate and ertPS QoS class has the worst 

Figure  7-7: Comparison of percentage of dropped out jobs for different QoS classes 

(Number of subscribers 1500) 
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dropped out rate. Other QoS classes have comparable dropped out rates. AHWFQ has 

better quality of service for all classes.  

 

 

 

Simulation results prove that the AHWFQ has better QoS aspects with all traffic 

loads. Dropped out jobs and Retransmission is always less. Throughput and Goodput are 

higher. Latency and Jitter are better. When traffic increases significantly the AHWFQ 

adapts the priorities of the queues and the priorities of the jobs in the queues to avoid 

reaching their time out limit and dropping them. This decreases the dropping out rate on 

the trade off the Latency and jitter.    

Figure  7-8: Comparison of percentage of dropped out jobs for different QoS classes 

(Number of subscribers 2000) 
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CHAPTER 8. Conclusion 

WiMAX is one of the most advanced broadband wireless technologies around 

today. WiMAX systems are required to deliver broadband access services to residential 

and enterprise customers in an economical manner. This dissertation investigates the 

management and maximization of utilizing the resources of WiMAX networks. It studies 

the scheduling of traffic between the Base Station and the Subscriber Stations in WiMAX 

networks. 

We developed a scheduling algorithm, Adaptive Hierarchical Weighted Fair 

Queuing Scheduling algorithm, which adapts to changes in traffic, at the same time; it is 

able to heuristically enhance the performance of WiMAX network under most 

circumstances. The heuristic nature of this scheduling algorithm enables the MAC layer 

to satisfy the QoS requirements of the users. The operation of the proposed AHWFQ 

algorithm was evaluated on IEEE 802.16j based WiMAX relay networks using extensive 

network simulation. Various parameters that determine QoS of traffic flows of 

applications was analyzed such as throughput, latency, packet loss, and jitter.  

The AHWFQ scheduling algorithm was compared with the currently used 

algorithms WFQ and WRR. We selected these two scheduling algorithms because they 

provide a fairer distribution of bandwidth among the subscriber stations. 
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8.1. Summary of Results 

The scheduler is simulated by using Matlab, the performance of the scheduler is 

compared for different traffic loads. The simulative performance evaluation is performed 

using self-similar input traffic. Simulation results proved that the AHWFQ scheduling 

algorithm adapts itself to different traffic loads and changes the priorities of the classes’s 

queues to follow the changes in traffic load. These priorities are used by the scheduler to 

allocate resources to classes in a fair manner that guarantees the QoS requirements of the 

queues while better utilizing the network resources. All QoS aspects are met, throughput, 

retransmission, dropped out jobs, latency, and jitter are nearly the same for all 

subscribers. In other words, fairness of allocating network resources between subscribers 

is gathered.  

Through extensive simulation we examined the performance of the network with 

single hop communications between base station and subscriber stations, and we 

compared it with the performance of the same network with deployed relay stations such 

that communications between base station and subscriber stations are multihop. We used 

self-similar input traffic for simulation purposes. With reference to simulation results, the 

throughput is enhanced after deploying the relay stations. The base station coverage is 

increased. System capacity of handling higher traffic is increased. Signal to noise ratio is 

improved and thus the retransmission rate decreased. All other QoS metrics are improved 

after deploying the relay stations. Resources are shared in much fair pattern, dropped out 

jobs are always less, latency and jitter are better. In summary, simulation results indicate 

that using relays enhance the overall performance of the network, which makes the 

utilization of bandwidth more efficiently. 
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It is comprehended that the Multihop relay capability is one of the most realistic 

means of reaching the target bandwidth efficiency requirements. 

We compared the performance of the proposed Adaptive Hierarchical Weighted 

Fair Queuing scheduling algorithm with the Weighted Fair Queuing scheduling 

algorithm. We found that the AHWFQ scheduling algorithm guarantees meeting the QoS 

aspects more than WFQ. Dropped out jobs are always less. Throughput and Goodput are 

higher. Latency and Jitter are better. When traffic increases significantly the AHWFQ 

scheduling algorithm adapts the priorities of the QoS class queues and the priorities of the 

tasks in the queues to avoid reaching their time out limit and dropping out them. In 

summary, the proposed AHWFQ scheduling algorithm decreases the dropping out rate of 

jobs at the expense of the Latency and jitter. 

The proposed Adaptive Hierarchical Weighted Fair Queuing scheduling algorithm 

is compared with the Weighted Round Robin scheduling algorithm. We found that the 

AHWFQ scheduling algorithm guarantees meeting the QoS aspects more than WRR. 

Dropped out jobs and Retransmission are always less. Throughput and Goodput are 

higher. Latency and Jitter are better. When traffic increases significantly the AHWFQ 

adapts the priorities of the QoS class queues and the priorities of the jobs in the queues to 

avoid reaching their time out limit and dropping out them. This decreases the dropping 

out rate of jobs at the expense of the Latency and jitter.   

8.2. Recommendations for Further Work 

For future work, we propose the study of using the Adaptive Hierarchical 

Weighted Fair Queuing scheduling algorithm in Mobile WiMAX communication 
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networks. In this proposed study the most important QoS factor is handover with 

minimum packet loss and reduced latency. This is very important where it can cause 

substantial degradation in the overall system performance. 

Comparing the performance of the proposed scheduling algorithm in WiMAX 

relay networks with other scheduling algorithms such as weighted Fair Queuing 

algorithm, and Weighted Round Robin algorithm.    
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